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Abstract
Fusarium head blight (FHB), caused by the fungus Fusarium spp., is a disease that attacks
several grass species, including wheat. Wheat variety AGS 2060 has remained moderately
susceptible to FHB and is regularly found in pedigrees of resistant breeding lines. Quantitative
trait loci (QTL) mapping was conducted to find sources of resistance to FHB in AGS 2060. A 90K
SNP chip was used to genotype a double haploid mapping population produced from a cross
between wheat varieties AGS 2060 and AGS 2035. There were highly significant differences
between lines in the population for Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) rating and deoxynivalenol
(DON) content across all locations and years. QTL analysis was conducted individually for each
combination of location and year (model) in the experiment for resistance to FDK and DON. The
15 QTLs detected were distributed over 13 chromosomes. The QTL on chromosome 2A was the
most consistently detected (5 models) in the experiment and provided resistance to both DON and
FDK. The best location to evaluate for resistance was Winnsboro in 2019, where 11 QTLs where
detected.
Fhb1 is widely considered as the most important quantitative trait locus (QTL) for genetic
resistance to FHB. This study was conducted to evaluate the effect of Fhb1 on FHB infection,
FDK, DON, and grain yield in a soft red winter wheat biparental family inoculated with Fusarium
spores collected in Louisiana. Wheat lines at the F4:5 generation from a cross containing a Fhb1
parent were observed to segregate for FHB, FDK, and DON. F4:6 lines were tested as head rows
in misted nurseries as well as in replicated yield plots. Fhb1 had a significant effect on both FDK
and DON content (P<0.0001); however, there was no significant difference for yield (P=0.1389)
and test weight (P=0.8273).
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Chapter I. General Literature Review
1.1. Wheat Background
Wheat (Triticum spp.) is an edible cereal crop and animal feed cultivated throughout the
world. It is classified as an annual grass of the Poaceae family (Gramineae). There are several
species belonging to the wheat group but about 95% of worldwide production is of common wheat
(T. aestivum) (Molnar-Land et al., 2015). Wheat is one of the main food staples in the world and
is of major importance to the food processing industry. The main food use of common wheat is for
making bread, cookies, pastries and other baked goods (Ropelewska and Zapotoczny, 2018).
Wheat grain is also an excellent energy source for farm animals. Up to 16.7% of worldwide wheat
production has been used as animal feed, and the proportion is higher in industrialized countries
(Blair 2011).
The origins of wheat can be traced back to Western Asia, specifically the fertile half
crescent. Some of the earliest remains of its ancestors (wild einkorn, Triticum monoccum) date
back over 10,000 years and have been found in the Karacadeg Mountain region of modern-day
Syria, Jordan and Turkey (Oyewole 2016). Archaeological analyses suggest that wheat ancestors
were first cultivated around 8000 BC in southern Iran. The cultivation of wheat reached Greece
and India by 6500 BC, Egypt after 6000 BC and Germany and Spain by 5000 BC. Egyptians were
the developers of wheat and developed one of the first major food production industries (Bhan
2012). By 3000 BC. wheat had reached the Scandinavian region and England and later reached
China by 2000 BC. Using DNA analysis, the first identifiable bread wheat (T. aestivum) with
sufficient gluten for rising yeasted breads has been identified from samples in Macedonia from
approximately 1350 BC. It is now cultivated worldwide and grown over more area than any other
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crop (Bhan 2012). The simplicity of growing wheat, its high yielding potential, and the ease of
handling, transport, storage and processing, as well the ability to cultivate it in harsh conditions,
have contributed to its sustained use and expansion throughout history (Kislev 1984).
The genetic composition of common wheat originates from two succeeding, independent
crossing events of three diploid (2n = 14) species. The first event occurred when wild einkorn was
domesticated (T. urartu 2n = 2x = 14, genome AA), and its range expanded through agriculture
across Asia, Europe and Africa, where it crossed with an unconfirmed species related to Aegilops
speltoides (2n = 2x = 14, genome BB). This intraspecific cross resulted in the tetraploid cultivated
species known as emmer wheat (T. turgidum ssp. dicoccum, 2n = 4x = 28, genomes AABB) (Yong
et al., 2006). The second event occurred when domesticated emmer wheat grown in northeast
Turkey crossed with another grass species known as Aegilops tauschii (2n = 2x = 14, genome DD).
The final product gave way to the emergence of what we know today as the hexaploid, common
wheat (T. aestivum, 2n = 6x = 42; genomes AABBDD) with three sub-genomes, seven
homoeologous group, and 21 pairs of chromosomes (Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). Although
wheat is a polyploid species, its sub-genomes behave like individual diploid genomes due to the
action of the Ph genes on chromosome 5B (Martinez-Perez et al, 2001). The different genomes in
wheat give rise to one of the largest genomes of crop plants with round 17,000 Mbp and with
nearly 76.6 % repetitive sequences (Wanjugi et al., 2009). Genome analysis in bread wheat is a
challenge because of its large genome; however, a fully annotated reference genome was
assembled by the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (Appels et al., 2018).
Wheat is produced throughout the world and is grown on more land than any other crop. It
is one of the most important food sources and is a staple in dozens of country’s diets, especially in
temperate zones. Wheat provides approximately 19% of the food calories and 20 % of the protein
2

consumed by the world population (Braun et al., 2010), and was harvested on more area than any
other crop in the world with over 218 million hectares. World production is over 750 million tons,
second amongst all crops following maize. (FAOSTAT, 2019). Wheat kernels are composed of
80-85% endosperm, 13-17% bran, and 2-3% germ on a dry matter basis. In terms of nutritional
value wheat kernels typically have 67% starch, 13% protein, approx. 8% arabinoxylan, 0.8% βglucan, and 2% cellulose (Ropelewska and Zapotoczny, 2018). In addition to its favorable
nutritional value and the fact that grain can be easily stored and transported, wheat is grown more
than any crop because it can be cultivated in a wide range of conditions which can be averse to
other major crops. Wheat can usually be found in wind-swept environments with low rainfall and
cold temperatures where tropical crops like rice and corn cannot withstand (Gibson and Benson,
2002). The optimal temperature for wheat growth is about 25°C, with minimum and maximum
growth temperatures of 3°C and to 32°C, respectively. Wheat tolerates temperatures below 0°C
but does not actively grow during cold weather. Wheat is adapted to a wide range of moisture
conditions being able to grow in most locations where precipitation ranges from 250 to 1,750 mm
of annual rainfall (Briggle 1980). Cultivars of widely varying pedigrees are grown under differing
soil and especially climatic conditions.
Bread wheat can be separated into two ecotypes, spring and winter wheats. The most
important factor in determining the ecotype and growth habit is vernalization requirement.
Vernalization is a period of low temperatures necessary in order to induce flowering in certain
genotypes. Subjecting winter wheat to temperatures near 5°C for 2 to 10 weeks is necessary for
vernalization; however, the combination of temperature and duration vary greatly depending on
the genotype and environment. There is genetic variability in wheat for genes that control
flowering time, which determines adaptability to a wide range of environments (McMaster et al.,
3

2008). Studies have shown that vernalization is controlled by four major genes; VrnA1, VrnB1,
VrnD1, and VrnB3 located on the 5A, 5B, 5D, and 7B chromosome, respectively (Dubcovsky et
al., 1998; Guedira et al., 2013). Vernalization is considered to be an evolutionary adaptation in
winter wheat that ensures seed and pollen is produced after the harsh winter climate. In the U.S.,
winter wheat is planted in the fall and is exposed to necessary periods of cold during winter to
initiate spring flowering (Malla, et al., 2011). It is grown in areas where the summer is too hot
and/or dry for wheat to grow but the winter is suitable. Southeastern states in the U.S. primarily
grow winter wheat adapted to local environments (Baker 1968). Spring wheat has little or no
vernalization requirements so it can be cultivated over the spring and summer. Spring genotypes
are usually planted in areas where the winter is too cold and severe for winter wheat, or as a fall
planted crop where temperatures are very mild and do no facilitate vernalization. In the U.S., spring
wheat is produced in the northwestern states of the country such as North Dakota, South Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington (Baker 1968), and in southern areas such as southern
California, and south Texas. In states such as Montana, Idaho, and the Dakotas, spring and winter
wheat may be grown in the same region, with slightly different cropping cycles.
Wheat can also be separated into several groups depending on its seed color. The two
primary groups according to seed color are red and white wheat, and each group has specific traits
common to the specific group. The most important agronomic difference is the occurrence of preharvest sprouting. Pre-harvest sprouting is a condition where the seed, while still in the head, starts
to germinate. White wheat is far more susceptible to pre-harvest sprouting than red wheat (Fofana
et al., 2008). Pre-harvest sprouting is more likely to occur in humid areas with high rainfall,
therefore wheat is grown in dryer regions and red wheat is grown in regions with higher rainfall.
White wheat generally has a higher milling yield and produces whole wheat flour without the
4

brown discoloration, so it is more desirable for some food uses. Differences, although inconsistent,
have also been found in the taste of products derived from the different types of wheat. One test
indicates that white wheat is less bitter and sweeter compared to red, enabling bakers to use less
sweeteners in products with white wheat (Symns and Cogswell 1991). However, further tests that
evaluated several sensory properties did not indicate significant differences between red and white
wheat varieties in sweetness perception (Armbrister 1995).
For baking purposes wheat is generally classified into two groups, hard or soft, depending
on the seed texture. In the U.S. and most of the world, hard wheat is used for bread baking. Hard
wheat flour has higher gluten and protein content. These traits along with the higher amounts of
fractured starch granules in the milling process give hard wheat flour a high value for yeastleavened products like bread (Campbell et al., 1999). Soft wheat, on the other hand, is mostly used
for cookies, crackers and pastry baking. Soft wheat flour is characterized by lower protein content,
fine particles, and lower water absorption. Soft wheat flour has a low gluten content which allows
the products to crumble (Hoseney et al., 1998). Breeders normally do not cross hard and soft wheat
genotypes because of the difficulty in recovering specific desirable end-use traits (Campbell et al.,
1999).
In Louisiana and across the southeastern U.S., soft red winter wheat (SRWW) is a major
crop, but the total acreage fluctuates constantly due to changing market prices, weather conditions,
and disease pressure. In 2008, the total area planted with wheat in Louisiana reached 162,000
hectares, while in 2018 it was only 6,000 hectares, the lowest production of wheat in Louisiana in
the last 40 years (USDA-NASS 2019). The value of wheat in Louisiana for 2008 was estimated to
reach over $120,000,000, but dropped to $26,400,000 in 2010 (USDA-NASS 2019). One of the
primary reasons for reduced acreage in recent years is the impact of Fusarium head blight (FHB),
5

caused by Fusarium spp. The fungal pathogen devastated wheat in Louisiana asons from 2015 to
2017. The reasons for the high infection rates were warm and rainy conditions during flowering,
lack of resistant wheat varieties (Price and Padgett, 2016), and high acreage of corn that provided
high inoculum pressure in the form of stubble.
Many diseases affecting small grains are favored by wet, warm and humid conditions.
Practically all fungi and bacteria require free moisture on susceptible plant surfaces in order to
multiply, spread, and infect plants. Damage from foliar diseases, such as stripe rust (Puccinia
striiformis) , leaf rust (Puccinia triticina), and glume blotch (Phaeosphaeria nodorum) in wheat
can be heavy after a wet spring with significant rainfall (University of Illinois Extension, 1989).
Wheat is susceptible to more diseases than most grain crops (Gramene, 2006), and the high rainfall
combined with the warm and moist climate of Louisiana provides an optimum environment for
the development of many fungal and bacterial diseases. Weather data collected for over 30 years
show that Louisiana has the second highest average annual rainfall (152.8 cm) and the third highest
average annual temperatures (19.1 °C ) in the (U.S. National Climatic Data Center, 2017). Plants
are also more susceptible to diseases under abiotic stress conditions such as waterlogging (Ma et
al., 2011). Some of the small grain diseases that thrive in warm, humid environments are Fusarium
head blight (Fusarium graminearum), stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis), leaf rust (Puccinia
triticina), stem rust (Puccinia graminis), Septoria glume blotch (Stagnospora nodorum), Septoria
leaf blotch (Septoria tritici), tan spot (Pryenophora tritici-repentis), barley yellow dwarf virus
(Luteoviridae luteovirus) and bacterial steak (Xanthomonas campestris) (Schafer, 1987).

1.2. Fusarium Head Blight of Wheat
Fusarium head blight or scab is a disease that attacks wheat, barley, triticale, and several
other crops. FHB is caused by several species of a genus of pathogenic fungi known as Fusarium.
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FHB is also called ear rot or ear blight when it infects susceptible corn (Zea mays) plants. The
genus Fusarium contains many species, but the most commonly associated with FHB is Fusarium
graminearum. Some of the less common species that can cause FHB are F. culmorum and F.
avenaceum (Shah et al., 2017). FHB can be caused by sixteen different known species found
around the world which conform the currently known Fusarium graminearum complex or clade
(Gale, et al., 2011). It is considered a genetically diverse genus; however, there is little gene flow
between these lineages (Turkington, et al., 2014). The Fusarium genus belongs to the Ascomycota
phylum which is commonly known as the sac fungi or ascomycetes. The feature that defines this
division of fungi is a sexual structure known as “ascus” that produces ascospores (Turkington et
al., 2014). The most favorable environment for fungal growth, infection and disease development
on emerged heads is during warm, moist periods characterized by frequent precipitation or heavy
dew, which makes Louisiana an ideal environment for Fusarium (Osborne et al., 2007). During
severe epidemics, yields may be reduced by as much as 80% due to reduced production and
infected kernels (Arthur 1991). Epidemic occurrence is variable and depends on the timing of
conducive wheater conditions and relative susceptibility of varieties. The largest recorded
epidemic occurred between 1998 and 2001 in the Great Plains where the cumulative direct
economic loss attributable to FHB in wheat and barley was $1.074 billion (Nganje et al., 2004).

1.2.1. Life Cycle
Fusarium graminearum has a complex life cycle which includes sexual and an asexual
stages; however, in both stages haploid mycelial structures are formed (Dweba et al., 2017).
Inoculum for FHB includes both ascospores and conidia commonly found at nearly any time
during the adult stages of wheat when environmental conditions are favorable. Fusarium can overwinter or over-summer on plant tissue residues including small grain stems and roots as well as
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corn stalks and cobs. The fungi are present and survive in colonized crop residues as mycelia, and
may develop saprophytically on residues during the fall, winter, and spring (Osborne et al., 2007).
It is usually parasitic but may also survive as a saprophyte, therefore, Fusarium species are
considered a facultative saprophyte.
During its sexual or teleomorph stage F. graminearum is also known as Gibberella zeae.
In this stage an enclosed, flask shaped fruiting body known as a perithecium forms on the crop
residue between crop cycles. The sexual stage takes about 2 weeks to complete and ascospores are
produced in the perithecia through a homothallic process. In the case of winter wheat, perithecia
usually form and overwinter on corn stubble. Pereyra et al. (2004) showed that perithecia can
survive and produce ascospores after 2 years on crop residue remaining on the soil surface. During
the spring when the temperature is adequate and perithecia are wetted by rain they swell and
forcibly discharge the airborne ascospores which fall on opened, flowering wheat spikelets and
germinate to then enter the plant tissue (Maldonado-Ramirez et al., 2005). After inoculation of the
wheat heads with Fusarium, mycelia spread through the spikelet into the rachial node which finally
spreads through the rachis to other spikelets (Dweba et al., 2017). Infected plants show a reduction
in cell wall components including cellulose, pectin, and xylan, which suggest the production of
cell wall degrading enzymes to assist infection (Kong et al., 2005).
During the asexual life cycle, mycelial structures produce three types of mitotic spores;
microconidia, macroconidia, and chlamydospores. These spores can colonize living tissue as well
crop debris in the field. Asexual conidia are usually produced during wet periods and are dispersed
via rain-splash. Chlamydospores, in addition to direct colonization of the crop, can over-winter or
over-summer, and/or develop into perithecia to restart the cycle when conditions are favorable
(Dweba et al., 2017).
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The dispersal of ascospores is through air movement since they are ejected forcibly from
perithecia into the air. However, the distance these spores travel after ejection is very short,
reportedly only up to a few meters (Trail et al., 2005). Therefore, the major sources of local
inoculum were considered to be from previous crop residue on the soil surface, and little thought
has been given to the potential for long-distance transport (Macky and Jones, 2000). The majority
of literature suggested that most Fusarium spores are dispersed only a short distance from the
original source (De Luna et al., 2002). However, long distance spore dispersal was reported by
Maldonado-Ramirez et al. (2005). Long distance dispersal of plant pathogenic spores occurs
primarily in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) that extends from around 50 m to nearly 1 km
above the surface of the earth. Using remote-piloted vehicles with vertically mounted petri dishes
containing Fusarium-selective medium, abundant viable ascospores were collected 60 m above
the ground in the PBL during a broad range of environmental conditions (Maldonado-Ramirez et
al., 2005). This evidence suggests that Fusarium spores can travel long distances in the PBL, like
other plant pathogens; however, the report did not show how far the spores can travel. Schmale
and Bergstrom (Maldonado-Ramirez et al., 2005) collected viable spores with a speedboat over
Cayuga Lake, New York, nearly 3 km from the nearest shore-line. These studies indicate that
spores are transported significant vertical and horizontal distances over the surface of the earth,
which suggest that long distance transport of spores could influence regional epidemics of FHB.
It also suggests that management of local inoculum, such as crop residue and debri on specific
fields would have little to no regional impact (Maldonado-Ramirez et al., 2005). To have some
impact, management practices would have to be performed over an extensive production area due
to the long-distance transport of inoculum.
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The asexually produced spores, conidia, are dispersed through a much shorter distance.
These spores are reported to be dispersed by splashed water from rainfall, which is a common
dispersal mechanism of conidiogenous spore producing fungi (Osborne et al., 2007). When water
drops hit surfaces, the spores are incorporated into the droplet. In studies evaluating rain splash,
higher heights were reached with plant straw on the soil surface rather than in soil surfaces with
no straw. Conidia are hypothesized to reach susceptible spikes through rain splash moving
inoculum up leaf by leaf (Horberg, 2002). Some studies disagree on whether rain or wind is the
most important factor for dispersal. Madden (1992) states that wind dispersal is the most important
factor followed by splash dispersal for fungal dissemination, whereas Rossi et al. (2000) indicates
that rain is the most important factor for dispersal.

1.2.2. Infection and Symptoms
Fusarium spp. does not initiate infection on wheat until anthesis so there are no disease
symptoms in the early stages of crop development (Kong et al., 2005). Wheat is most susceptible
to the initial infection and overall disease pressure at or near flowering, growth stage 10.5 of the
Feekes scale (Large, 1954), especially if frequent rain occur. As stated before, when perithecia are
wetted by rainfall they forcibly expel ascospores into the air that are ready to infect susceptible
host (Osborne et al., 2007). During anthesis florets expose anthers that are mature and beginning
to senesce. The anthers are considered to provide nutrients stimulating fungal growth. The
combinations of timing and environmental factors, particularly rainfall, are critical for the initial
infection and a possible regional epidemic. Recent models suggested that three or more rain or
irrigation events from anthesis until 3-5 days post-anthesis and temperatures ranging from 25 to
30 degrees C result in severe scab if inoculum is present and the variety is susceptible (MartinezEspinoza et al. 2016). Infection prior to anthesis can occur but usually results in reduced disease
10

pressure when compared to infection between flowering and early stage kernel development.
Inoculation prior to heading is more of an issue with barley as it commonly flowers while still in
the boot stage where heads are highly susceptible even before they are exposed (McCallum and
Tekauz, 2002). If infection occurs late in the development of the grain, disease severity may not
be as high as compared to earlier infections around flowering (Osborne et al., 2007).
FHB symptoms are most recognizable on florets of infected spikes. Symptoms usually
begin to appear 10 to 14 days after flowering if infection occurs (Price and Padgett, 2016). Florets
on diseased heads look bleached, necrotic, and in severe infections entire heads can become
bleached. At first glance this symptom may be mistaken for maturing wheat; however, upon closer
inspection a pinkish/orange mycelium is present at the base of the florets. This coloration is
actually a mass of millions of sporodochia and conidia (Martinez-Espinoza et al., 2016). Later in
the infection process, dark-colored perithecia are produced that resemble black spots. Another
visible symptom on the plant is a tan to brown discoloration at the base of the head (rachis and
peduncle). Kernels from infected heads are shriveled, white, chalky and lighter than healthy
kernels. These infected kernels are referred to as “tombstones” and are often sterile (Price and
Padgett, 2016). Fusarium can also superficially colonize head and leaf tissue and sporulate in a
high humidity environment. However this colonization is considered quasi-pathogenic and the
effect on grain yield and quality is not well understood (Osborne and Jin, 2002).
Some of the symptoms caused by FHB can be confused with other common diseases in
wheat that cause partial or the entire heads to bleach such as black chaff and glume blotch. These
diseases also cause discoloration of glumes and seed; however, they will not cause tombstone grain
or peduncle discoloration (Martinez-Espinoza et al., 2016).
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1.2.3. Mycotoxin
FHB can cause considerable yield losses, but the production of harmful mycotoxins is
considered to be the most problematic aspect of the disease (Parry et al., 1995). Compared to other
mycotoxin producing fungi, Fusarium spp. are particularly important because they are ubiquitous
in nature and produce a large and diverse array of mycotoxins. Mycotoxins are metabolites
produced naturally by some fungi and considered toxic substances when found in human food or
animal feed (Rocha et al., 2014). The metabolites interact with the eukaryotic 60S ribosomal
subunit and prevent protein synthesis or elongation which leads to altered immune functions and
several complications in human and animal health (Pestka, 2007). Mycotoxins are stable
compounds and are not easily eliminated when treated with heat or typical food processing
practices, although levels may slightly be reduced. Mycotoxin levels remain unchanged for years
in storage (Ates et al., 2013). Important toxins produced by Fusarium include deoxynivalenol
(DON), nivalenol (NIV), HT-2 and T-2, zearalenone (ZEA), and fumonisins, all of which have
negative effects on human and animal health (Reddy et al., 2010). These toxins are chemically
related and fall into a large family of mycotoxins called trichothecenes. Trichothecenes are divided
into four groups, types A-D, with type B being the one produced by Fusarium spp. Based on the
chemical structure, three different types of B trichothecene chemotypes have been reported to be
produced by Fusarium spp; deoxynivalenol with 3-acetyldeoxy-nivalenol (3-AcDON),
deoxynivalenol with 15-acetyldeoxynivalenol (15-AcDON), and nivalenol with 4-acetylnivalenol
(NIV) (Ward et al., 2002). DON is more commonly produced by FHB but NIV is more toxic to
humans and animals (Gale, et al., 2011). Nivalenol producing Fusarium spp. genotypes were
reported to be prevalent in wheat in Louisiana (Gale et al., 2011). Trichothecenes pose a serious
risk to feed and food safety because of their ability to inhibit protein synthesis and modify immune
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function in eukaryotic organisms (Rocha et al., 2005). The contamination of food and feed with
mycotoxins is a serious problem on a global scale, and trichothecenes are among the mycotoxins
of the greatest agro-economic importance (Zain et al., 2012).
Because most cases of toxicity present non-specific clinical signs, cases of suspected
toxicity due to FHB often remain unreported. In humans, a low to moderate dose through acute
oral exposure to trichothecenes causes vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and gastroenteritis.
Higher doses of the toxin can cause severe damage to the lymphoid and epithelial cells of the
gastrointestinal mucosa causing hemorrhage, endotoxemia, and shock (Ueno, 1984). Damage can
also occur to the bone marrow and thymus which results in generalized immunosuppression. In
some cases, these intestinal problems can occur in animals exposed to trichothecenes via inhalation
(Pestka, 2007). DON, which is also called a vomitoxin, is the most commonly detected and
considered to produce the most damage (Pestka, 2007). DON is formed in the field before harvest
and cannot be completely avoided. There is a 1 ppm limit for DON in all finished wheat products
that may be consumed by humans including flour, bran, and germ (Martinez-Espinoza et al., 2016).
DON is not considered to be acutely toxic to farm animals through feed; however,
symptoms such as emaciation are observed in animals fed with FHB infected feeds. The major
concern is the cause of economic loss due to reduced performance or weight gain in animals
(Wegulo, 2012). This reduction is because DON has been reported to cause feed refusal in cattle,
swine and chickens; however, swine (non-ruminants) appear to be the most sensitive. In swine, the
reduction in feed intake occurs relatively soon after consuming feeds containing greater than 1 mg
of DON per kg of feed. In more acute levels of exposure (>50µg/kg of body weight), it can cause
vomiting (Pestka, 2007). Intake of ZON, another mycotoxin produced by FHB, has been associated
with hyper-estrogenism and fertility disorders (Doll and Danicke, 2011). Animals with simple
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stomachs, such as dogs, chicken or pigs, are more sensitive than ruminant animals. In a study of
susceptibility to DON, animals ranked from most susceptible to least in the following order: pigs
> mice > rats > poultry ≈ ruminants (Pestka 2007). Limits have also been established by the Food
and Drug Administration for the level of DON allowed in animal feed. The limit for swine is 5
ppm, while the limit for ruminants, poultry and all other animals is 10ppm. (Martinez-Espinoza et
al., 2016).

1.2.4. FHB Lineages, Chemotype and Distribution
FHB was initially reported in England by W.G. Smith in 1884 and can be found in every
continent where wheat is grown (Wegulo et al., 2015). Several phylogenetically distinct species
make up the Fusarium graminearum species complex (FGSC) or clade; however, members of
the FGSC were thought to represent only Fusarium graminearum. Most species cannot be
distinguished solely based in their morphology and require molecular analysis to be distinguished
(Wang et al., 2011). Their geographical distribution and mycotoxin production are vastly different,
which challenges breeders to find consistent and durably resistant lines.
Initially, it was considered that the different members of the FGSC complex all belonged
to a single panmictic, cosmopolitan species meaning that isolates throughout the globe would
randomly mate without tendency or biogeographical preference (O’Donnell et al. 2000; Wang et
al., 2011). One of the reasons for this assumption was the inability to detect or discriminate
morphological differences within the complex to determine species limits (Wang et al., 2011).
Using conventional phenotypic traits to distinguish certain closely related filamentous fungi like
Fusarium is difficult or impossible. Furthermore, prior to the year 2000 there was no global
phylogenetic structure or molecular genetic data to study the variation within the complex
(O’Donnell et al. 2000). Now it is understood that there are several species within the FGSC or
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clade and they evolved allopatrically (Yli-Matila et al., 2009). A biogeographical hypothesis
suggest that Fusarium is endemic to the southern hemisphere and that newly derived species
evolved in the northern hemisphere (Starkey et al., 2007). To date worldwide surveys confirm F.
graminearum sensu stricto (F. graminearum s.s.) is cosmopolitan in distribution and is found in
Asia, Africa, America, Europe, and Oceania (Wang et al., 2011).
The first molecular study to test whether Fusarium graminearum is panmictic over six
continents or if it consist of multiple species, was conducted by O'Donnell et al. in 2000. For this
study 37 strains of the FGSC were chosen from a global collection to represent the full range of
genetic diversity. Strains from a diverse range of hosts, including non-cereal crops, were used
because of the broad host range reported for Fusarium graminearum. Non-cereal host plants were
the strains were collected from include orange (Citrus sinensis), banana (Musa acuminate), grape
(Vitis vinifera), potato (Solanum tuberosum) and grapefruits (Citrus paradise). The phylogenetic
analysis was conducted employing genealogical concordance phylogenetic species recognition.
The study confirmed for the first time the discovery of multiple structured lineages within the
FGSC. A total of seven biogeographically distinct lineages were found indicating a long
evolutionary history of reproductive isolation. Results suggest that the lineages represent
phylogenetically distinct species among which gene flow was very limited during their
evolutionary history due to geographical isolation (O’Donnell et al., 2000).
The first study to define species limits and officially name species within the Fusarium
graminearum clade was carried out by O'Donnell et al. in 2004. The study formally recognized
nine phylogenetically distinct species within the FGSC (O'Donnell et al., 2004). To facilitate more
precise communication of FHB diversity and identification within the scientific community,
phylogenetically distinct species within the FGSC have been given their own Latin binomial
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names. The previously used 1-8 lineage designation for each lineage within the FGSC was
abandoned in favor of the newly designated species name. The names for the species described are
the following: F. austroamericanum, F. meridionale, F. boothii, F. mesoamericanum, F. acaciaemearnsii, F. asiaticum, F. graminearum sensu stricto, and F. cortaderiae. During the study a
newly discovered ninth species named Fusarium brasilicum was not previously given a lineage
designation (O'Donnell et al., 2004). Further phylogenetic analysis of DNA sequences revealed 14
biogeographical distinct species, with new species discovered in Far East Russia and Ethiopia
(O'Donnell et al., 2008; Yli-Matila et al., 2009). These newly identified species include F.
gerlachii, F. vorosii, F. aethiopicum, and F. ussurianum. The species Fusarium sp. has not been
identified with a specific binomial name.
In 2011 Sarver et al. identified two new species bringing the total number of species in the
FGSC to sixteen. The species Fusarium nepalense was found in Lamjung, Nepal, from samples
taken in 1997 from rice plants. This newly described species is related to the lineage of Fusarium
ussurianum and Fusarium asiaticum, within an Asian subclade of the FGSC (Sarver et al., 2011).
According to analysis conducted in the study, this species has been genetically isolated from other
members of the FGSC for an extended period of its evolutionary history.
The other new species recognized by Sarver et al. in 2011 was named Fusarium
louisianense. Originally two isolates of this species were obtained in Jefferson Davis Parish,
Louisiana in 2007. They were discovered as new species through novel PCR analysis using RFLP
markers during a survey of FHB of wheat in the region. Mycotoxin analyses demonstrated that
both isolates produced nivalenol in planta, the less commonly found trichothecene chemotype
when compared to deoxynivalenol. Molecular data suggests F. louisianense is a monophyletic
sister to F. gerlachii and F. graminearum meaning they share a closely related common ancestor.
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The working hypothesis in the study was that these tree species evolved allopatrically in North
America (Sarver et al., 2011). Compared to Fusarium graminearum, which is the most important
FHB species in North America and most parts of the world (O’Donnell et al. 2000), Fusarium
louisianense does not appear to pose a significant threat to wheat production in the U.S. (Sarver et
al., 2011). However because this species produces nivalenol in planta, which has been reported as
considerably more toxic to humans and some animals than deoxynivalenol (Minervini et al., 2004),
precautions should be taken if this population increases in size and frequency. The two isolates
were tested on susceptible wheat in a greenhouse experiment and only induced mild FHB
symptoms, however more virulent isolates of this species may exist due to the wide range in
aggressiveness reported on several of the FGSC.
The different species of Fusarium vary in their geographical distribution, and some species
are commonly found in only one region while others are more widespread (Wang et al.,
2011). According to surveys F. austroamericanum, F. meridionale, F. cortaderiae, and F.
brasilicum are endemic to South America (Starkey et al., 2007). F. asiaticum, F. nepalense F.
vorosii and F. ussurianum are endemic to Asia (O’Donnell et al. 2004; Sarver et al., 2011);
F. acaciae-mearnsii and F. aethiopicum to Africa; F. boothii and F. mesoamericanumto Central
America; F. gerlachii and F. louisianense to the US. (Wang et al., 2011; Sarver et al., 2011). In
recent worldwide surveys F. graminearum is cosmopolitan in distribution and has been found in
every wheat growing continent; North America, South America, Asia, Africa, Europe, and
Australia (Wang et al., 2011).
Species within the FGSC also differ in the chemical trichothecene toxin produced in
planta. As mentioned, Fusarium species can produce three different types of trichothecenes (3AcDON, 15-AcDON, and NIV) while each species can produce one or all three of the toxins.
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F. ussurianum strains can only produce 3-AcDON. F. nepalense, F. aethiopicum, F. boothii and
F. vorosii strains can only produce 15-AcDON (Yli-Matila et al., 2009). The strains F. meridionale
and F. gerlachii can only produce NIV. The only species that can produce all three toxins are F.
graminearum and F. asiaticum (Starkey et al., 2007). The remaining species F. acaciae-mearnsii,
F. mesoamericanum, F. austroamericanum, F. cortaderiae, and F. brasilicum produce both 3AcDON and NIV (Ward et al., 2008).
In North America 15-AcDON was the predominant chemotype however there has been an
increase in the frequency of 3-AcDON and NIV chemotypes discovered in surveys. In a survey
conducted in 2011 by Schmale et al., 998 Fusarium spp. isolates were collected from 39 winter
wheat fields in the eastern US. The survey revealed that 92% percent of the isolates were 15AcDON, 7% 3-AcDON, and 1% NIV.
Isolates from Louisiana are divergent in the production of trichothecenes where NIV is the
most commonly produced chemotype. Starkey et al. (2007) were the first to document NIV
chemotype isolates. In the study 2 out of 6 F. graminearum s.s. isolates produced NIV. Broader
and more extensive surveys were later conducted. Gale et al. (2011) genotyped 237 isolates
collected in small-grain growing regions in Louisiana. Genotyping was carried out by PCR with
newly developed RFLP markers and multiplex PCR primers that distinguish among the three
trichothecene types: the two DON types (15-AcDON and 3-AcDON) and NIV. Results suggest
that 79% of the F. graminearum s.s. isolates collected in Louisiana were of the NIV chemotype.
The survey by Gale et al. (2011) also revealed new genealogical information about the
isolates collected in Louisiana. The survey revealed that most isolates belonged to the species F.
graminearum but the remaining (23.4%) were identified as F. asiaticum, a species previously only
found in Asia and Brazil (O’Donnell et al. 2004). This was the first report of F. asiaticum in the
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United States. Molecular tests indicate all isolates of F. asiaticum from Louisiana were of the NIV
type. In rice growing areas of Louisiana, the collection frequency of F. asiaticum isolates is higher
than other regions. This supports the hypothesis that isolates belonging to this species could have
been introduced into the country on rice (Gale, et al., 2011). The same survey also revealed the
existence of a new Fusarium graminearum population in Louisiana. Based on information from
previous surveys (Starkey et al., 2007), there were two populations of Fusarium graminearum
expected to be found; the Mid-West 15-AcDON population and the Gulf Coast population. The
survey conducted by Gale et al. (2011) discovered a third population among the isolates which
they named southern Louisiana population because it was almost exclusively found in southern
Louisiana. The majority (70.5%) of the Fusarium graminearum isolates collected in Louisiana
belonged to this newly discovered population, while 17.7% belong to the Gulf Coast population
and only 4.6% to the Mid-West 15-AcDON population. The remainder could not be assigned to
either of the three populations. Isolates belonging to the southern Louisiana population almost
exclusively were of the NIV chemotype (93.6%). The Gulf Coast population included all three
chemotypes, 3-AcDON being the predominant with 65.9% of the population, while 25% were of
the NIV type (Gale, et al., 2011).

1.2.5. Cultural Practices
Several factors affect FHB infection and DON content on wheat grain, the most important
of which is environmental conditions, especially during the flowering period (Xu, 2003).
Agronomic factors like variety susceptibility or resistance, fungicide use, soil and debris
management, and crop rotation can also have a significant impact fungal infection (Koch et al.,
2006).
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One of the latest agricultural trends that has contributed to an increase in FHB incidence is
the use of no-till or reduced tillage in soil management systems, also known as conservation tillage.
Over the past thirty years, reduced tillage practices have become more commonly used worldwide
in agriculture (McMullen et al., 1997). In the mid-1980s conservation tillage practices became
widely adopted in the upper Midwest after encouragement by both federal and state legislation
intended to improve highly erodible land (Macky and Jones, 2000). In 1990 a federal farm
legislation required the adoption of reduced tillage which mandated a 30% crop residue cover
during crop emergence for farms considered to be at risk of soil emergence (Conservation in the
1990 Farm Bill. U.S. Dep. Agric. FACTA 2). The use of a reduced tillage system is intended to
reduce erosion of soils caused by either wind or water, during the fallow period between crops
when the soil surface is left uncovered and vulnerable (Dill-Macky, 2008). Even though the
implementation of conservation tillage, which leaves crop residue over the soil surface after
harvest, is important to protect the soils, it has resulted in an unexpected change in the occurrence
of certain diseases. This practice has directly contributed to the increase of FHB infection in wheat
and other cereal grains since Fusarium spp. can over-winter or over-summer on plant tissue
residues on the soil surface (Dill-Macky, 2008). Ascospores released from perithecia, which have
formed on crop residue on soil surface provide the primary inoculum for FHB epidemics (Fernando
et al., 1997). Conversely, the use of conventional tillage inverts the topsoil and buries the crop
residue which accelerates the decomposition process and reduces or prevents Fusarium inocula
from developing.
Several diseases that affect wheat can survive on plant residue in between growing seasons.
In the U.S. there has been in increase in the occurrence of tan spot (Pyrenophora tritici) and
Septoria leaf blotch (Zymoseptoria tritici) as reduce tillage practices have been implemented.
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However, the most damaging disease to have arisen after the implementation of conservation
tillage is certainly FHB (Dill-Macky, 2008). By examining the historical records of FHB in the
Midwestern U.S. one can establish a link between conservation tillage and Fusarium infection on
wheat and barley. Between World War II and the mid 1980’s, FHB was of minor importance and
concern according to recorded patterns of epidemics (Stack, 2003). This period marks the time
when tractors powerful enough to pull a mouldboard plough inverting the top layer of soil were
used. In the mid 1980’s, these ploughs were largely abandoned in favor of reduced tillage systems
which aimed to prevent erosion (Dill-Macky, 2008).
Another issue contributing to the increase of FHB incidence in wheat is the increase of
corn acreage in regions of the U.S. that produce wheat or barley. Fusarium spp. survive
saprophytically on a range of crop residues including small cereal grains and several grass species,
although epidemics are generally considered to arise from corn residue (Pereyra and Dill-Macky,
2008). Corn provides the best substrate for ascospore production (Blandino et al., 2006). There is
extensive evidence that a rotation system of wheat following corn produces a significant increase
in FHB incidence and severity (Macky and Jones, 2000; Hoffer et al., 1998; Holbert et al., 1999).
Corn acreage has increased due to several reasons, some of which include the incentives for the
use of corn ethanol as non-petroleum base fuel, government subsidies and the introduction of high
yielding transgenic hybrids. The large amounts of corn residue which remain in fields after harvest
in reduced tillage systems produce abundant tissue that allows Fusarium spp. to survive. Another
issue affecting FHB infections is the increase use of transgenic corn. Intriguingly, the
decomposition rate of Bt-corn residue is slower than that of conventional corn residue not carrying
the transgene (Dill-Macky, 2008).
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Several studies have shown that practices which suppress initial inoculum, especially
plowing or inverting soil with infected residue and rotation of wheat and corn with non-host crops
have been effective at managing FHB. Macky and Jones (2000) tested the effects of previous crop
residue and tillage practices on FHB over three years. FHB was monitored on susceptible spring
wheat following corn, wheat, and soybean using Moldboard plow, chisel plow, and no till
treatments. Yields were around 15% lower in plots where wheat followed wheat or corn compared
to wheat being followed by soybean. Plots treated with the moldboard plow yielded 10% greater
than plots treated with chisel plow or no-till. DON content on harvested grain was 25% lower in
wheat following soybean compared to wheat following wheat and 50% lower than wheat following
corn.
The use of chemical fungicides is also an important factor in managing FHB. Fungicides
have been widely used but efficacy has been variable and inconsistent (Mesterházy et al., 2003).
Some field trials have indicated good levels of control, for example Chanda et al. (2003) where
the best treatment (Amistar + Caramba) reduced FHB infection by 81.3%. However most studies
report less than 50% control and even the best fungicides are not fully effective in controlling FHB
(Dweba et al., 2017; Mesterházy et al., 2003). Earlier testing (Milus and Parsons, 1994) of several
fungicides showed no reduced head blight incidence or DON level and no increased yield or test
weight. Tests have even shown that levels of DON have increased following strobilurin
applications and NIV has increased following applications of tebuconazole (Obst et al., 1997;
Mesterházy et al., 2003). Reports conclude that sub lethal doses of some fungicides might actually
increase mycotoxin contamination (D’Mello et al., 1998).
The effectiveness of fungicides tends to depend on the fungal species present, mode of
action, weather conditions, variety resistance, yield preservation and economic gain, and timing
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and frequency of application (Dweba et al., 2017; Blandino et al., 2006). Applications of
fungicides are the most effective at reducing DON content when they are carried out during
flowering, specifically at anthesis or within a week of flowering (Chala et al., 2003). Studies
indicate that fungicides applied at early stages of the infection, when spore germination and germ
tube growth are in the process of infection, are specifically more effective against FHB (Klix et
al., 2007). Surprisingly, Fusarium infection has been documented to increase when fungicides
have been applied at the beginning of heading to target other leaf diseases (Henriksen and Elen,
2005).
Some broad-spectrum fungicides like carbendazim, hexaconazole, mancozeb, benomyl,
and prochloraz can be useful in helping manage FHB (Dweba et al., 2017). However, no fungicide
has resulted in complete control of FHB. Fungicides that inhibit the synthesis of ergosterol contain
the active ingredients triazole, imidazole, or triazolinthione, have been shown to be the most active
against FHB infection and DON level (Blandino et al., 2006). Of these, fungicides with the triazole
chemistry are the most effective plant protection agents against Fusarium species at present
(Mesterházy et al., 2003). The mode of action for triazoles is the inhibition of 14a demethylase, an
enzyme that is essential for biosynthesis of ergosterol (Klix et al., 2007). Within the triazole
chemical group, the fungicides which have been reported to be the most effective at managing
Fussarium spp. infection and lowering DON content in wheat are metconazole and
prothioconazole (Paul et al., 2008).
Although previous testing indicated tebuconazole tended to be the most effective at
reducing FHB (Mesterházy et al., 2003), new reports have identified Fusarium graminearum
isolates that are resistant to tebuconazole in the USA (Spolti et al., 2014). There is a high possibility
that the over-use of these fungicides is the main cause for the development in resistance. In a study
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by Klix et al. (2007), the decline of sensitivity to triazoles was compared to the increase in
sensitivity by development of new advanced triazoles. Results show that fungicide efficacy was
negatively related to the number of years the fungicide was in use, which indicates emerging fungal
resistance against older triazoles. These results agree with the multi-step resistance development
model described for fungicides by Brent and Hollomon (1998). This model suggests that the longer
and more often an active ingredient is used, the more often it selects partially or totally resistant
fungal strains. However, the introduction of new triazole active ingredients has produced a greater
efficacy of several factors (2.95 within 10 years) against Fusarium spp. compared to previous
triazole active ingredients. Results from the study suggest that the decline in sensitivity against
triazoles was slower than the increase in sensitivity obtained by the development of new and more
efficient triazole active ingredients (Klix et al., 2007). Thus the advances in triazole development
seem to be faster than the decline in sensitivity. The study demonstrates that the newest triazole,
prothioconazole, has the highest efficacy against Fusarium species (Klix et al., 2007).
Even with the use of new fungicides the reduction of FHB in susceptible cultivars may not
be enough to produce economically viable grain yields and quality under conditions with high
disease pressure (Mesterházy et al., 2003). Data obtained by Beyer et al. (2006), where the
magnitude of DON reduction by different agronomic practices was compared, concluded that the
selection of a resistant cultivar is the most effective agronomic practice to decrease DON
concentration in wheat. The factors being tested by Beyer et al. (2006) were previous crop residue,
tillage, wheat cultivar and fungicides. In the study they compared treatments against the most
favorable conditions for DON contamination: no fungicide application, susceptible variety, corn
as the previous crop, and no or minimum tillage. The factor having the least effect in reducing
DON was the use of triazole fungicides, which reduce DON to 53% of the total DON content in
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the untreated control plots. Avoiding corn as the previous crop was next in effectiveness by
reducing DON content to 33% of the total compared to corn as the previous crop. Using a
mouldboard plough reduced DON to 33% of the total DON content obtained in minimum or no
till plots. The most effective factor in reducing DON was the use of a moderately susceptible
cultivar which reduced DON to 24% of the total DON content compared to a susceptible cultivar
(Beyer et al., 2006). This demonstrates the critical importance of developing new FHB resistant
wheat cultivars with desirable agronomic traits.

1.3. Host Plant Resistance to FHB
Host plant resistance is the most economically viable and environmentally sustainable
approach of managing FHB. Genetic immunity to FHB in wheat has not been reported (Parry et
al., 1995), so the best strategy for the development of adapted resistant cultivars is the
accumulation or pyramiding of available resistance genes or quantitative trait loci (QTL) that
confer moderate resistance along with desirable agronomic traits, however this can be difficult to
achieve. This is partly because FHB resistance is controlled by a large number of genes with
quantitative inheritance, complicating the process of breeding for resistance (Dweba et al., 2016).
Specific resistance to FHB in wheat is a quantitative trait with moderate heritability, whereas
breeders rely on a few important genes with major effects (Snijders, 2004). Overreliance on a few
major genes is fragile and may be overcome by different populations of the pathogen. Releasing
varieties with only a few resistance genes can provide steppingstones for the pathogens to
overcome the genes one by one. Thus there is consistently a need to discover and incorporate new
sources of resistance into new breeding lines.
There are five known types of resistance in wheat to FHB infection. Type I consists of
resistance to the initial fungal penetration and infection. Type II takes place when the initial
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infection remains in the infected florets and the host plant prevents the spread of the infection
within the head. Type III involves the resistance to the infection of the kernel itself, so with this
type of resistance the plant may show glume symptoms while the kernels have low levels of
Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) and DON. Type IV is tolerance of the host plant where the
infection is present but with no substantial loss of grain yield or quality. Type V resistance is the
capacity in the host plant to degrade the mycotoxins produced by the virulent fungi (Gilbert and
Tekauz, 2000). Of all known resistance types, Type I is considered the best source and most easily
evaluated in field trials. Dweba et al. (2016) considered that wheat cultivars that incorporate type
I and type II resistance mechanisms are the most desirable as these cultivars would have more
stable and durable resistance while permitting less damage. Resistant cultivars commonly have
more than one type of resistance mechanism because each gene for FHB resistance may produce
a response of two or more types of FHB resistance albeit at variable levels of each type (Dweba et
al., 2016). Besides a slower and later development of symptoms, resistance can also be observed
as a delay of the time of sporulation (Snijders, 2004). Morphological factors may also help protect
against infection. Taller wheat plants with no awns tend to have lower infection rates compared to
shorter plants with awns (Mesterhazy, 1987). It is possible that awns trap and funnel spores into
open florets, while spore splash is less likely to land on heads of taller plants.
Sustained success in breeding for resistant cultivars usually depends on three important
factors: (1) the characteristics of the pathogen and virulence diversity found in the regional
populations, (2) the type and availability of genetic resistance in accessible cultivars and (3)
suitable environments with good screening and selection methodologies (Dweba et al., 2016). The
complexity of durable genetic resistance to FHB in wheat along with the variable expression of
symptoms and dependence on environmental factors makes the selection of cultivars with
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improved tolerance difficult, time consuming and costly. Another complication is the process of
combining the different types of resistance into one cultivar. Therefore, researchers are working
to use molecular methods for selection and identification of sources of resistance. The mapping of
QTLs through high density genetic maps and the use of marker assisted selection (MAS) provide
research programs tools that assist in the identification and pyramiding of several resistance genes
or QTLs in a shorter period of time (Somers et al., 2003). Application of molecular tools
compliments classical breeding for improvement in disease resistance. Using molecular markers
to breed for FHB resistance helps in having the ability to select in earlier generations on large sets
of lines which decreases the chance of eliminating lines with elite FHB resistance (Snijders, 2004).
Molecular markers may be used to identify and pyramid several QTLs in advanced lines or to
enrich early generation populations for QTLs of interest.
When breeding for resistance to FHB in wheat intensified, the traditional sources of
resistance were from China, Brazil, Japan, South America, and the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center (CIMMYT). However, cultivars that have these sources of resistance are unadapted to growing conditions in most of North America because of low yields, late maturity,
variation in vernalization requirement, tall plant heights with tendency to lodge, and low grain
quality (Somers et al., 2003). Most sources of resistance described until recently are from spring
wheat lines of Asian and South American descent. Many winter wheat genotypes with mapped
QTLs for resistance are of European descent (Liu et al., 2013). Efforts have intensified to select
native sources of resistance in locally adapted cultivars without negatively affecting other traits.
During the last two decades, numerous studies have mapped QTLs for various traits, including
resistance to diseases such as FHB. Studies have discovered over 100 QTLs in all 21 chromosomes
of wheat with varying levels of effect on FHB resistance (Dweba et al., 2017) and seven have been
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formally designated with gene names from Fhb1 to Fhb7 (Cai et al., 2019). Multiple metaanalyses have been conducted to study the confidence intervals of QTLs by combining QTLs from
different countries and researchers. Linked markers and significance levels of QTLs are not
consistent across studies due to differences in analysis methods and genetic backgrounds. These
inconsistencies complicate the selection of flanking markers for disease resistant QTLs. Löffler
et al. (2009) conducted a study to locate genomic regions in wheat conferring resistance to FHB
using a QTL meta-analysis approach. The study combined QTLs found in 30 different mapping
populations to suggest independent meta-QTL (MQTL). Nineteen MQTLs were identified on 12
chromosomes. Liu et al. (2009) conducted a larger-scale meta-analysis of 209 QTLs found in 45
mapping studies using QTL confidence intervals and classified the QTLs into 43 clusters on all 21
chromosomes. This study reclassified the 19 MQTLs found by Löffler (2009) into 18 because two
MQTLs on chromosome 5A were within 20 cM. The 43 clusters were evenly distributed across
the three genomes with 15 on both A and B genome and 13 on D genome. Out of the 209 QTLs
48% were reported from Asia and only 14% were from North and South American sources.
Buerstmayr et al. (2009) summarized findings on 52 QTLs mapping studies, nine articles on MAS,
and seven on marker assisted germplasm evaluation. QTLs for FHB resistance were found on all
wheat chromosomes except for 7D; however, Cativelli et al. (2013) mapped an FHB resistance
gene on chromosome 7D of the cultivar Catbird in 2013. Buerstmayr et al. (2009) found that 22
QTL regions have been detected in more than one mapping population with the most repeatable
QTL on chromosomes 3BS (Fhb1), 6BS (Fhb2) and 5AS (Qfhs.ifa-5A). The large diversity in
QTLs with small effects demonstrate the difficulty in breeding for FHB resistance and partially
explains the slow selection and improvement progress. However, the large diversity also provides
breeders with multiple sources to choose from for improving FHB resistance in their elite material.
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The compiled molecular data helps breeders choose parents for crossing with complimentary
QTLs for resistance, to introgress new QTL in their breeding program, and select new lines for
advancement and population enrichment (Liu et al., 2009).
Due to the quantitative nature of FHB resistance and the presence of numerous
uncharacterized or unknown QTLs, genomic selection (GS) provides a very valuable tool as a new
form of marker-assisted breeding. GS can be described as the use of highly dense genotyping data
to predict the genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) of breeding lines for specific traits
(Nadaf et al., 2011). Meuwissen et al. (2001) developed a new method with a fixed effect model
to predict total genetic value, using genome-wide dense marker maps. The intent was not to detect
QTL, but instead to predict breeding values, a new form of marker-assisted selection. However,
their work was not well recognized due to the lack of high-throughput SNP genotyping platform
available at the time. Currently with the availability of new high throughput genotyping resources
for many species of both plants and animals, GS is receiving increased attention. GS estimates
marker effects across the entire genome of the breeding population supported by the prediction
model developed with the training population (Xu et al. 2013). The ability of GS to estimate minor
gene effects provides advantages over other molecular breeding methods. Shortcomings involved
with MAS include the long selection scheme and mapping studies as well as the inability of
marker-QTL associations to capture minor gene effects. Therefore MAS is not the optimum
method to improve traits having complex inheritance such as yield or disease resistance (Jannink
et al., 2010). GS has provided tools to overcome these limitations because each trait of interest has
the likelihood of being in linkage disequilibrium with at least one marker, and all genetic variance
can be explained by the additive effect of the markers. This allows the detection and estimation of
minor effect genes controlling complex quantitative traits (Shamsad and Sharma 2018). Based on
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GEBV, individuals can be selected before being entered in field trials, potentially speeding up
breeding cycles (Arruda et al., 2015).
In a study conducted by Arruda et al. (2015) GS and MAS were compared in their ability
to predict six traits associated with resistance to FHB using a panel of 273 SRWW lines. The model
used for MAS was created using Fhb1 and two sets of previously identified QTLs. The GS model
relied on 19,992 SNPs distributed throughout the genome. GS produced intermediate to high
prediction values (0.4-0.9) while lower values (<0.3) were obtained with the MAS models. GS
models outperformed MAS for predicting all traits, particularly FDK, which seemed to not be
controlled by large effect QTLs. For disease incidence; however, one MAS model was able to
provide accuracy values higher than some GS models, suggesting that incidence is under a simple
genetic control when compared to other traits. Using the same selection intensity, GS resulted in
higher selection differentials than MAS for all traits. The results indicate that GS is a more accurate
approach for FHB resistance selection than MAS because of the complex genetic architecture for
the trait (Arruda et al., 2015).

1.3.1. FHB Resistance QTLs
The most important, widely used, and consistently reported QTL for FHB resistance
breeding is known as Fhb1 (syn. Qfhs.ndsu-3BS). Although over 50 QTLs have been reported for
FHB resistance, only Fhb1 has consistently provided a major effect on resistance to a broad
spectrum of Fusarium species (Su et al., 2019). Fhb1 provides type II resistance and is the only
QTL reported to have a large effect on type II resistance, restricting fungal spread within the spike
(Jin et al., 2013). Fhb1 provides moderately high levels of genetic resistance and provides broad
spectrum resistance against various isolates and species of Fusarium, including Fusarium
graminearum across diverse genetic backgrounds and environments (Rawat et al., 2016). It is
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originally derived from the Chinese cultivar ‘Sumai 3’, released in 1972, one of the major sources
of FHB resistance in breeding programs worldwide (Dweba et al., 2017). Cuthbert et al. (2006)
mapped Fhb1 between markers barc133 and gwm493 in the distal segment of chromosome 3BS
of Sumai 3, the resistant parent used in the study. Fhb1 was later validated as a major QTL for
FHB resistance using a different Chinese wheat cultivar W14 (Chen et al., 2007). A fine mapping
study later delimited the Fhb1 locus to 261 kb region that contained seven candidate genes (Liu et
al., 2008).
As a critical gene for FHB resistance, Fhb1 has been subjected to extensive research and
map-based cloning to determine the causal gene where new findings contradict previously reported
ones in the identification of the putative gene. Rawat et al. (2016) first reported the positional
cloning of Fhb1 from Sumai 3. Using expression analysis, near isogenic lines, induced mutations,
gene silencing and an association panel data, the gene known as PFT was selected as one of the
putative candidate genes for the Fhb1 QTL. PFT is a gene with 3,472 base pairs that produces the
chimeric lectin protein known to have probable roles in plant defense but the biochemical
mechanism for resistance is still unknown (Lannoo and Van Damme, 2014). This protein is known
for having two domains, the agglutinin or lectin domain and a bacterial ETX/MTX2 family domain
(Rawat et al., 2016). Plant lectins bind with carbohydrates and are known for playing a role in host
defense against insects, nematodes, bacteria, fungi, and viruses. ETX/MTX2 have been reported
to be strong bacterial toxins (Lannoo and Van Damme, 2014). Reports suggest that TaPFT can
participate in recognition of carbohydrates specific to fungi and cause toxicity to the fungus (Rawat
et al., 2016). The mechanism of TaPFT is not fully understood and further studies are needed. The
mechanism of resistance of TaPFT suggested in the study supports the durable, broad spectrum
nature of Fhb1 resistance, which is likely because it does not follow the typical gene-for-gene type
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reaction. TaPFT does not work as a receptor for fungal airulence proteins, which quickly evolve
to overcome host resistance gene products or functions. This corresponds with the belief that
classic resistance genes, which suffer boom-and-bust cycles, could not have durably controlled
Fusarium graminearum such as the quantitative resistance in Sumai 3 provided by Fhb1 since its
release in China in 1972 and further deployment worldwide (Jin et al., 2013).
More recent studies have shown that the Fhb1 region hosts four clearly expressed genes
absent in a susceptible reference (Schweiger et al., 2017). The four genes include Gene #22 which
contains domains encoding for agglutinin and lectin antifungal activity similar to the one
discovered by Rawat et al. (2016); Gene #26, an F-box protein, is a part of the ubiquitination
complex, which form specific interaction with target proteins; Gene #27 is a hypothetical protein;
and Gene #24 encoding a hydrolytic enzyme which comprises a structurally diverse gene family
in plants. Gene #24 was the most important discovery as it was the only gene in the sequenced
contig that exhibits a significant increase in expression in response to the pathogen. Since only a
GDSL lipase gene shows a pathogen-dependent expression pattern among the four genes, it was
considered as the candidate gene responsible for Fhb1 (Schweiger et al., 2017).
The most recent findings published in July 2019, lead to reconsideration of previous studies
which identified the putative gene for Fhb1 (Su et al., 2019). New findings show that the
previously described putative genes TaPFT (Rawat et al., 2016) and TaGDSL (Schweiger et al.,
2017) were not the genes responsible for resistance to FHB, instead it is TaHRC, which was
selected as the candidate resistance gene for Fhb1 after analysis of recombinant inbred lines from
susceptible and resistant varieties that carried Fhb1 (Su et al., 2019). Comparative sequence
analysis showed that TaGDSL and TaPFT were identical in both susceptible and resistant lines but
TaHRC sequences were different. Screening of the RILs showed that the groups of lines carrying
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TaGDSL and TaPFT had similar FHB ratings as the group of RILs that lacked TaGDSL and
TaPFT. However, there was a significant difference in percentage of symptomatic spikelets per
spike between the two RIL groups with contrasting TaHRC alleles. These results dismiss TaGDSL
and TaPFT as candidates for Fhb1 and selects TaHRC for further studies. TaHRC, which encodes
reticulum histidine-rich calcium-binding protein and is a new type of gene regulating resistance
that is distinct from typical R genes. The study demonstrates that TaHRC encodes a nuclear protein
conferring FHB susceptibility and that a deletion spanning the start codon of this gene results in
FHB resistance. TaHRC is most likely a susceptibility gene that regulates the spread of FHB
symptoms within a wheat spike, and its loss-of-function mutation (TaHRC-S) prevents the spread
of FHB symptoms within the wheat spike providing the type II resistance type. Several cases of
loss of function of susceptibility genes conferring disease resistance have been reported in cereal
crops (Su et al., 2019).
Two diagnostic markers were developed and validated for Fhb1 based on the deletion
mutation in the candidate gene TaHRC (Su et al., 2019). The diagnostic markers were developed
by comparing the genomic sequences in the Fhb1 region between near-isogenic lines segregating
for Fhb1 alleles and phenotypic ratings for each marker. Comparison of the TaHRC sequences
between a Chinese spring line and CM-82036 (a Sumai 3 derived variety carrying Fhb1) found a
large deletion in the reference sequence of CM-82036 (Su et al., 2019). Gene specific primers for
the markers TaHRC-GSM and TaHRC-Kasp were developed to capture the deletion polymorphism
between the two alleles of TaHRC. Both markers are co-dominant and can differentiate between
the homozygous and heterozygous allele of the gene. Sequence analyses of the two markers were
used for validation in the three sets of diversity panels, which demonstrated that the markers are
diagnostic for Fhb1 and superior to all previously used markers in selection accuracy.
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Despite the valuable resistance provided by Fhb1, a relatively low number of U.S. winter
wheat varieties carry the QTL. The main reason for the low frequency of Fhb1 is that Sumai 3
and its Chinese derivatives carry undesirable traits such as tall heights, lodging, and low grain
yield (Cuthbert et al. 2006). Tests have been conducted to evaluate the effects of Fhb1 on FHB
resistance in U.S. winter wheat backgrounds (Jin et al., 2013). Field and greenhouse evaluations
were conducted in the Mid-West using conidial inocula of Fusarium graminearum of field isolates
from Kansas. Results from the test confirmed that the Fhb1 resistance allele had a stable effect on
reducing FHB severity both in greenhouse and field conditions. Similar tests to evaluate the effects
of Fhb1 on Fusarium species and isolates in the southern U.S. have not been conducted.
Due to the linkage drag of undesirable traits that comes with Fhb1 source cultivar, Sumai
3 and other exotic sources of resistance, incorporation of these sources into regional SRWW
breeding programs has not been very successful. There are, however, adapted SRWW cultivars
such as Ernie, Truman, Bess, Massey, Roane, Tribute, Jamestown, Freedom, and Goldfield that
possess moderate levels of native FHB (Liu et al., 2012). Multiple QTLs/genes from these sources
are currently being used in marker assisted FHB breeding programs in the south-eastern US. With
the support of the Eastern Regional Small Grains Genotyping Laboratory in Raleigh, North
Carolina public wheat breeders in the south-eastern U.S. are able to screen their germplasm for
QTLs/genes of interest in selecting for FHB resistance in the region. The following FHB resistance
QTL markers are reported for the regional nurseries by the Eastern Wheat Genotyping Lab: Fhb1,
Fhb_5A (Ernie), Fhb_5A (Ning7840), Fhb_2D (Wuhan-1) Fhb_3B (Massey), Fhb_1B
(Jamestown), Fhb_1A (Neuse), Fhb_4A (Neuse), Fhb_6A (Neuse) Fhb_2B (Bess) and Fhb_3B
(Bess). These markers are considered the best indicators for presence of QTL or genes on their
specific chromosomes (Eastern Regional Small Grains Genotyping Laboratory).
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A QTL mapping study was conducted by Liu et al. (2007) to identify QTLs in the
moderately resistant winter wheat cultivar Ernie associated with type II FHB resistance and to
determine if they are associated with days to anthesis, number of spikelets, and presence of awns.
Over 2 years of testing, the QTL on chromosome 5A, designated as Qfhs.umc-5A, was found to be
consistently associated with FHB resistance. Qfhs.umc-5A accounted for 17.4% of the total
phenotypic variation, more than any QTL in the study. Qfhs.umc-5A is flanked by SSR markers
Xbarc56 and Xbarc165. The distance between these two markers is about 20 cM and the QTL peak
is 9 cM away from Xbarc165.
The FHB resistance QTL on chromosome 2D used by the Eastern Wheat Genotyping Lab
was originally derived from the wheat line Wuhan-1. This line originated from a composite cross
in Wuhan, China and subsequently reselected in an FHB nursery at CIMMYT, Mexico (Hu et al.,
2019). Somers et al. (2003) crossed Wuhan-1, moderately resistant to FHB, with Nyubai to
develop a double haploid mapping population. QTL analysis identified a type II resistance QTL
for FHB on the long arm of chromosome 2D. Lines carrying this QTL have shown a 32% decrease
in disease spread after single floret injection (Somers et al. 2003).
The FHB resistance QTL derived from Massey is another valuable source of resistance
used for screening in uniform regional nurseries by the Eastern Regional Small Grains Genotyping
Laboratory. Massey, a SRWW variety adapted to the south eastern U.S. growing region, has
moderate resistance to FHB. The QTL in Massey was reported in a mapping study using the cross
Becker/Massey (Liu et al., 2013). The QTL provides Type II resistance while lowering FDK and
DON in greenhouse and field experiments. This QTL was placed near the centromere of
chromosome 3B based on markers Xgwm77, Xgwm285, and Xgwm376. It has also been identified
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in cultivars and diverse germplasm in Europe, China, and the U.S. and the availability of tightly
linked markers has facilitated MAS of this QTL in existing breeding populations.
Jamestown is currently used as the main local source of FHB resistance in SRWW and
serves as a moderately resistant check in the Southern Uniform Winter Wheat Scab Nursery. A
QTL on chromosome 1B of Jamestown was detected for FHB resistance (Wright et al., 2014). The
QTL accounted for 12.7% to 13.3% of the phenotypic variation in DON accumulation and 26.1%
of the phenotypic variation in FHB severity. The most effective diagnostic marker associated with
this QTL was Xwmc500.6, which was located 7.2 cM from the QTL peak (Wright et al., 2014).
Neuse is another SRWW cultivar with moderate resistance to FHB. Three QTLs were
identified in Neuse in a mapping study conducted by Petersen et al. (2016). The QTL on
chromosome 1A significantly reduced incidence, severity, FDK, and DON. The QTL on 4A
reduced FDK and DON but explained up to 19.5% of the phenotypic variation. The QTL on 6A
significantly reduced incidence and severity. These QTLs are being screened for MAS by the
Eastern Regional Small Grains Genotyping Laboratory.
Bess is a SRWW variety that has been used as a resistant check in the U.S. winter wheat
southern nursery since 2007. A QTL validation mapping study conducted by Peterson et al. (2016)
detected reproducible QTL associated with reduced severity, FDK, and DON in Bess. The QTLs
identified on chromosomes 2B and 3B are now screened for MAS by the Eastern Regional Small
Grains Genotyping Laboratory

1.4. Quantitative Trait Loci Mapping and Molecular Markers
Many important agricultural traits such as yield, grain quality, and disease resistance are
quantitative, also called complex or polygenic traits. According to Doerge (2002) the region
within a genome that contains genes associated with the variation of a quantitative trait of interest
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is known as QTL. Qualitative resistance controlled by a single gene, is not always durable or
effective over time, unlike quantitative resistance controlled by multiple genes (Rossi et al., 2006).
The ability to locate and calculate the effects of QTLs of important traits such as disease resistance
provides valuable information to plant breeders.
Identifying chromosomal regions or locations that contain genes controlling a quantitative
trait is possible through the use of molecular markers in a process called QTL mapping. QTL
mapping is based on the principle that genes and markers can segregate together through
chromosome recombination or crossing over during recombination. Markers and genes that are
genetically close together or tightly linked are more likely to be inherited together from a parent
to its progeny than genes and markers that are further apart (Paterson, 1996). The process of QTL
mapping involves screening a mapping population, constructing linkage maps, and conducting
QTL-trait analysis (Collard et al., 2005).
An appropriate population for use in QTL mapping should be segregating which means it
is derived from sexual reproduction. The parents used to develop the population differ in one or
more traits of interest to be mapped. The size of populations used for genetic mapping studies
range from 50 to 250 but may be larger in high resolution mapping studies. There are several types
of populations available for use in QTL mapping, each with its advantages and disadvantages.
Some of the traditional populations used in mapping are F2, back crosses, and recombinant inbreed
lines (RILs). Another population that is being used consists of double haploids (DH). DH
populations are produced by regenerating haploid plant cells, such as pollen grain or embryos,
with the induction of chromosome doubling using colchicine (Collard et al., 2005). The major
advantage of DH population is that they are completely homozygous or true-breeding. This means
they can be reproduced without genetic change and used for replicated trials across different
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locations, years, and laboratories. DHs can also be produced more quickly for use in marker studies
than RILs. The selected mapping population must be phenotypically screened for the trait of
interest to be used in for QTL mapping.
A linkage map can be considered a road map of the chromosomes produced from two
parents. The maps indicate the position and genetic distance along chromosomes between
molecular markers used to genotype individuals within a segregating population where
recombination has occurred (Paterson et al. 1991). In segregating populations, there is a
combination of parental and recombinant chromosomal sections, and polymorphic markers can be
used to detect these different sections. The frequency of recombination is used to estimate the
genetic distance between markers. With the calculation of segregating markers, the distance and
order of markers can be determined. The lower the frequency of recombination between two
markers, the closer they are located on a chromosome, and the higher the recombination means
they are further apart. Different mapping functions, Kosambi being the most common, are used to
convert recombination frequency into centi Morgans (cM) genetic mapping units (Collard et al.,
2005).
The final step in QTL mapping is the QTL analysis. This step uses the phenotypic data
collected from field/greenhouse/laboratory trials of the mapping population and the linkage map
developed using polymorphic markers. QTL analyses are based on the principle of finding an
association between phenotypic data and genotypes of markers in a mapping population.
Molecular markers are used to group the mapping population into different genotypes depending
on the presence or absence of a specific marker allele. The QTL analysis determines whether there
is a significant difference between the genotypic groups based on the phenotypic trait of interest
(Paterson, 1996). If there is a significant difference in the phenotypic means of the genotypic
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groups, then this indicates that the marker used to partition the mapping population into different
genotypes is linked to a QTL affecting the trait. This suggest that the QTL and marker are
genetically close or tightly linked and will most likely be inherited together. A test of likelihood is
used to determine the linkage between a marker and the QTL. Specifically, the linkage is
determined by calculating an odds ratio (odds of linkage versus no linkage). This ratio is expressed
as a logarithm of ratio and is known as the logarithm of odds (LOD) value. The threshold LOD
value to consider a QTL as linked to a location on a map is typically set around 3. A LOD value
of 3 states that linkage is 1,000 times more likely to occur than no linkage (Collard, et al., 2005).
So the position of a QTL can be determined with respect to the highest LOD value and the location
of the flanking markers.
The development of DNA based markers in the 1980s revolutionized the ability to
characterize and map quantitative traits. To date, one of the main uses of DNA markers in
agricultural research is for construction of linkage maps used to map QTLs in several crop species.
Molecular markers detect sites of variations in DNA between individual organisms and usually do
not represent specific genes (Collard, et al., 2005). The popularity and use of DNA markers is
primarily due to their abundance when compared to morphological and biochemical markers.
Currently, in agricultural research, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) are the most
commonly used DNA markers for mapping research.The widespread use of SNPs is due to their
abundance in crop genomes and the development of high-throughput SNP detection systems that
can screen a large number of markers very quickly. Discovered in the human genome, SNPs
demonstrated to be universal and the most abundant form of genetic variation among individuals
of the same species (Mammadov et al., 2012). They have also been demonstrated to be amenable
to high and ultrahigh-throughput (HTP) automation. Because of their high abundance and
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availability of HTP technologies, SNPs have been increasingly used for QTL mapping studies.
SNPs can provide the highest mapping resolution in less time when compared to other marker
systems. High density SNP arrays, or SNP chips, have been developed for several economically
important crops and successfully used for genetic mapping studies. High density SNP arrays are
powerful tools which can be used to study and identify QTLs in mapping experiments. Initially,
SNP chips developed for wheat contained 9,000 SNPs (Cavanagh et al., 2013). Currently, 90,000
SNP chips or arrays are available and routinely used for genetic mapping studies (Wang et al.,
2014).
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Chapter II. Identification of QTLs for Resistance to Fusarium Head Blight
(Fusarium spp.) in Wheat Variety AGS 2060
2.1. Introduction
Wheat is one of the most important food staples in the world, and wheat grain products
play a very critical role in food security and the food processing industry (Dal-Pastro et. al., 2016).
Wheat is grown over 218 million hectares worldwide, more land area than any other crop
(FAOSTAT, 2019). Wheat world production is over 750 million tons, which is second amongst
all crops following maize (FAOSTAT, 2019). It is one of the most important food sources and a
staple in the diets of many counntries, especially in temperate zones. Wheat provides
approximately 19 % of the food calories and 20% of the protein consumed worldwide (Braun et
al., 2010).
In Louisiana and across the southeastern United States, soft red winter wheat is a major
crop, but total acreage fluctuates constantly due to market prices, weather conditions, and disease
pressure. In 2008, the total area planted with wheat in Louisiana reached 162,000 hectares while
in 2016, it was only 16,190 hectares, which resulted in the lowest production of wheat in Louisiana
in the last 36 years (USDA-NASS, 2019). The value of wheat in Louisiana for 2008 was estimated
over $120,000,000, but in 2010, it dropped to $26,400,000 (USDA-NASS 2019). One of the
primary reasons for the low production of wheat in recent years is the impact of Fusarium head
blight (FHB or scab), a fungal disease caused primarily by Fusarium graminearum. The pathogen
devastated wheat in Louisiana during its growing season from 2015 to 2017. Some of the main
reasons for such high infection rates were warm and rainy conditions during flowering and the
lack of resistant wheat varieties (Price and Padgett, 2016).
Over the last two decades, the quality and safety of wheat grain products has increased in
importance and value. Soft wheat, the main crop grown for human consumption, is one of the
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crops most prone to losses caused by mycotoxin infections in temperate regions (Abramson, 1998).
Significant losses for the industry and wheat growers have been associated with occurrence of
fungal infections of grain, caused especially by the genus Fusarium.
FHB is one of the most damaging diseases in wheat growing areas worldwide (Jin et al.,
2013). Warm and humid conditions during flowering and early stages of kernel development are
favorable for FHB infection to occur (Gilbert and Tekauz, 2000). Severe FHB epidemics may
occur when susceptible hosts encounter the pathogen inoculum under favorable conditions
(Osborne and Stein, 2007). The worst recorded epidemic occurred between 1998 and 2001 in the
Great Plains, where the cumulative direct economic loss attributable to FHB in wheat and barley
was $1.074 billion (Nganje et al., 2004). FHB infections cause significant losses in yield and grain
quality through shriveled kernels (Gilbert and Tekauz, 2000). Infected grain is also contaminated
with a mycotoxin group called trichothecenes, the most common being deoxynivalenol (DON).
Grains contaminated with DON are unsuitable for food or feed due to serious concerns to human
and animal health (Bai and Shaner, 1994). In humans a low to moderate dose of trichothecenes
through acute oral exposure causes vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and gastroenteritis. Higher
doses of the toxin can cause severe damage to the lymphoid and epithelial cells of the
gastrointestinal mucosa causing hemorrhage, endotoxemia, and shock (Ueno, 1984). DON is not
considered to be acutely toxic to farm animals through feed; however, symptoms such as
emaciation are observed in animals fed with FHB-infected feeds. The major concern is the cause
of economic loss due to reduced performance or weight gain of animals (Wegulo, 2012).
Susceptibility to the disease can also prevent the advancement or release of potential cultivars in
breeding programs.
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Due to agronomic practices, such as irrigation and reduced tillage which retain stubble that
contain inoculum, FHB has become more frequent and more severe causing significant economic
losses (Chen et al., 1997). The use of resistant cultivars along with cultural practices like crop
rotation, conventional tillage, and applying fungicides can be effective in reducing losses cause by
diseases. However deployment of disease-resistant cultivars is the most economical and
sustainable method of controlling FHB in wheat (Rawat et al., 2016). Data obtained by Beyer et
al. (2006), where the magnitude of DON reduction by different agronomic practices was
compared, concluded that the selection of resistant cultivar is the most effective agronomic
practice to decrease DON concentration in wheat.
Numerous studies have shown that inheritance of resistance to FHB is a polygenic or
quantitative trait and screening for resistance can be difficult, time consuming, and highly
influenced by the environment (Buerstmayr et al., 2009). These factors can make it complicated
or cost intensive to evaluate for resistance using conventional methods (Bai and Shaner, 1994). In
traditional breeding, resistant lines are selected in inoculated nurseries based on observable
phenotypes but without completely knowing which genes or quantitative trait loci (QTLs) are
being selected. Since FHB resistance is quantitative in nature, QTL mapping is the method of
choice used to study FHB resistance (Buerstmayr et al., 2009). With QTL mapping, the location
and roles of specific loci in genetically complex traits can be determined (Niwa et al., 2014).
The development of molecular markers can help overcome limitations associated with
conventional phenotypic evaluations (Ruane and Sonnino, 2007). Identification of genes involved
in the resistance to FHB will have potential applications as markers and new sources of resistance
in breeding programs. According to Paterson et al. (1991), DNA markers that are sufficiently
physically close to disease resistance genes will tend to be inherited together, and the closer the
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markers, the stronger the association. DNA markers linked with QTLs can be used in markerassisted selection, improving the effectiveness and efficiency of conventional breeding methods
to select for host plant resistance.
There exists a large variation in genetic sources for FHB resistance in the wheat gene pool.
However the best regionally-adapted and high yielding cultivars often lack desirable resistance to
FHB (Buerstmayr et al., 2009). The detection of resistant loci using QTL mapping and the
implementation of MAS are effective methods for pyramiding these resistant alleles. Extensive
genetic studies have been conducted and over 200 QTLs with varying levels of effect on FHB have
been reported. Liu et al. (2009) conducted, a large-scale meta-analysis using 209 QTLs reported
in 45 mapping studies and classified the QTLs into 43 clusters distributed over all 21
chromosomes. So far, Fhb1, on chromosome 3BS, is the most stable major QTL with the largest
phenotypic variation for FHB resistance. The QTL effect was first reported in Sumai3 (Bai et al.,
1999; Waldron et al., 1999) and subsequently in different genetic backgrounds (Anderson et al.
2001; Buerstmayr et al. 2002; Cuthbert et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2006). Pyramiding of the resistant
alleles at QTLs is the most practical approach for improving FHB resistance in locally adapted
cultivars. Varieties, such as AGS 2060, that are intermediate in reaction to FHB but do not contain
known major resistance genes including Fhb1, offer opportunity to identify novel genes for FHB
resistance that can be pyramided for effective, durable resistance.
Double haploid (DH) populations developed from F1 populations between susceptible and
resistant parents have been used, in addition to other types of mapping populations, to determine
the genetic location of QTLs controlling FHB resistance. The objective of this research was to
identify QTLs for resistance to FHB in a wheat variety, AGS 2060, using a DH mapping population
consisting of 192 lines from a cross between AGS 2060 and AGS 2035.
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2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Mapping Population
AGS 2060 is a soft red winter wheat variety released by Louisiana State University in 2004
(PVP 200800412) that is moderately susceptible to FHB but found in pedigrees of several resistant
breeding lines and cultivars. Moderately susceptible lines have shown to contain valuable sources
of resistance, such as the Chinese spring wheat cultivar ‘Sumai 3’ which contains Fhb1 and Fhb2
and was developed by crossing two moderately susceptible parents, ‘Funo’ and ‘Taiwanxiaomai’
(Niwa et al., 2014; Brar et al., 2019). AGS 2060 does not have Fhb1 so it is considered to have
some novel sources of resistance in its background.
A DH population of 192 lines was developed from the F1 seeds of the cross (LA12016)
between AGS 2060 and AGS 2035 (PVP200900420), a highly FHB susceptible variety. The cross
LA12016 was made in 2012 under greenhouse conditions in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The F1 seeds
from the LA12016 cross were sent to the Heartland Institute® in Kansas for the development of
DH lines using the standard corn pollen methodology (Campbell et al., 2000; Guzy-Wrobelska and
Szarejko, 2003).

2.2.2. Disease Screening
To evaluate the DH lines for their reaction to FHB, replicated field trials were conducted
in misted and inoculated nurseries across three locations and three years (five environments). The
nurseries were located on research stations of Louisiana State University and University of
Arkansas. Field trials were conducted at Ben Hur Research Farm in Baton Rouge, LA (2017 and
2018), Macon Ridge Research Station in Winnsboro, LA (2018 and 2019), and Newport Research
and Extension Center in Newport, AR (2018). A randomized complete block design with two
replications was used in each location and year. The 192 DH lines along with both parents were
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planted as two-row plots. Each row measured ~100 cm with 38 cm spacing between the rows.
Plots were planted using a Hege® 90 magazine planter system with a GPS (Trimble® RTK
system) guided tractor using autosteer to maintain row spacing.
To ensure disease pressure, plots were inoculated in early March with Fusarium infected
corn kernels which were evenly spread (5 g/row) across the nursery twice. Sterilized corn kernels
were inoculated with isolates collected from locally grown wheat infected with FHB. Studies have
shown that corn provides the best substrate for Fusarium ascospore production (Blandino et al.,
2006). According to Osborne et al. (2007), the most favorable conditions for fungal development
is moisture due to frequent precipitation or heavy dew; so a sprinkler irrigation system was
installed in the Louisiana nurseries but not in Arkansas. Sprinklers were used to mist the nursery
twice nightly for 20 minutes in Baton Rouge and 4 times for 15 minutes in Winnsboro. Sprinklers
were maintained from flag leaf through mid-dough stages for optimal fungal growth during critical
disease development stages.

2.2.3. Disease Ratings
Field rating data collected for disease resistance included disease severity, incidence,
disease index, 0-9 rating, and days to heading or relative maturity, where evaluating heading dates
frequently was not feasible. Disease incidence is a percentage estimate of the total number of heads
which are infected with the disease in a row or plot. Disease severity is a percentage estimate of
the total wheat head surface area infected with the disease of those head showing infection. Disease
index is a combination of incidence and severity obtained by multiplying both values and
expressed in percentage, an estimate of the total proportion of heads showing infection. The 0-9
rating is the traditional visual estimate of resistance or susceptibility to the disease where 0 denotes
completely disease free and 9 completely covered by the disease infection. It is commonly used
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when rating large numbers of breeding lines in the field due to efficiency. Heading date is an
estimate of the day of the year when half the heads in a line were completely emerged or every
head in a line is half emerged. Relative maturity is an estimate of each line’s heading date or
relative speed of maturity. Each line was rated once at the adult stage when disease symptoms
were visible on the plants in Winnsboro and Baton Rouge. Field ratings were conducted on several
days over a span of three weeks, about 14 days after the heading of each line. The field trial in
Arkansas was non-replicated with ratings taken only on the FHB disease reaction index.
After plants reached maturity and the seeds were dry, plots were individually harvested
with rice knives. The harvest plots were then threshed in a Vogel thresher with minimal air flow
to retain shriveled and scabby kernels. Collected seeds were then hand screened and cleaned prior
to visually rating the percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK). A standard set of FDK
dilution samples was used to calibrate visual estimates of FDK. Subsequently, seed samples were
submitted to the USDA Mycotoxin Diagnostic Laboratory at the University of Minnesota for
deoxynivalenol (DON) quantification.
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed using the general linear model in
SAS ver. 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc.) for DON, FDK, disease index, incidence, severity, and the 0-9
FHB rating. Separate ANOVA test was performed for each environment (location and year) except
Newport, Arkansas where there was only one entry of each line. Environments evaluated included
Baton Rouge 2017 and 2018 and Winnsboro in 2018 and 2019.

2.2.4. DNA collection and Genotyping
Each DH line was individually planted in two 128-cell Speedling trays (Model Tr128A,
Ruskin, FL) filled with MiracleGro® commercial potting mix. Planted seeds were watered daily
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and kept indoors at room temperature under AgroBrite® fluorescent grow light (up to 16,000
Lumens) to facilitate germination and growth. Leaf tissue (~2 cm) was collected seven days after
germination, during the two-leaf stage of development, from the growing points and stored in 1.2
ml plastic storage tubes (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). To keep the tissue samples dry and prevent
from degradation, the tubes were placed in a box containing Silica gel (Multisorb Technologies).
Tissue samples were sent to the USDA Eastern Regional Small Grain Genotyping
Laboratory (ERSGGL), Raleigh, NC for DNA extraction and genotyping with SNP markers. The
genotyping of the DH population was performed with the publicly available 90K iSelect SNP array
developed by Illumina Inc (Wang et al., 2014) that contained 81,578 SNP markers distributed
across all wheat chromosomes. The assay was performed using protocols developed by the
International Wheat SNP Consortium (Cavanagh et al., 2013). The genotypic data was downloaded
using Illumina’s Genome Studio software and converted to an excel file. Letters used to distinguish
genotypes were converted to a number where the parental homozygous alleles were assigned 0 or
2 and heterozygotes as 1.

2.2.5. Linkage Mapping and QTL Analysis
ICIMapping software v 4.2 (Wang et al., 2019) was used for both linkage and QTL
mapping. First, marker data were filtered to keep the most useful markers. Polymorphism in the
population was low, and markers with minor allele frequency lower than 5% were eliminated.
Heterozygote alleles were designated as missing data assuming that DH lines were homozygous.
The physical locations of SNPs were retrieved by Blast-searching the sequences against the
Triticum aestivum reference genome (Appels et al., 2018), and evenly distributed markers were
selected for downstream analysis to avoid clustering.
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For the development of the linkage map, the multipoint linkage analysis function in ICIM
was used following developer instructions. An excel file with the selected markers and mapping
population information was edited and saved as a comma separated value (.csv) file and used as
the input for the ICIM. Linkage mapping was performed with recombination frequency set at 0.45,
and the Kosambi mapping function was used to calculate the genetic distance in centiMorgans
(cM) between markers. The threshold for markers to be considered linked or in the same linkage
group was set at a LOD value ≥ 3.
QTL analysis was conducted for FDK rating and DON content for all 5 environments
(Baton Rouge 2017 and 2018; Winnsboro 2018 and 2019; and Newport 2018). FDK and DON
data were also averaged across locations over years and averaged over all locations and years for
a grand overall mean. Thus 16 models in total were evaluated for QTL; FDK and DON for the 5
environments, FDK and DON averaged for Winnsboro, FDK and DON averaged for Baton Rouge
and FDK and DON averaged over all locations and years.
QTL analysis was conducted using the composite interval mapping (CIM) function in
ICIM. The linkage groups created from the linkage mapping were saved on an excel file along
with the DON and FDK field ratings in the recommended format for use in ICIM. CIM was
conducted using a walking speed of 0.1 cM with 1,000 iterations. Significant difference was
established at P = 0.05 and a LOD value of 2.5 was used to call a QTL. Information on the peak,
position, LOD, flanking markers, confidence interval, phenotypic variance explained (PVE), and
additive (A) and dominance (D) mode of gene action were collected for each QTL. The
nomenclature used to name the QTLs was “Q”, followed by “F” for Fusarium, the abbreviation
for ratings “don”, “fdk”, and “d&f” for both, the institution where it was detected “LSU”, and
chromosome number (1A, 1B, 1D…7D).
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2.3. Results
2.3.1. Disease Ratings Analysis
Overall ratings showed high levels of FHB susceptibility for the DH lines tested in the misted and
inoculated nurseries with a few lines having high levels of resistance. This is partly due to the high levels
of disease inoculum, optimum growth conditions for the pathogen, and the parents having no known QTLs
for resistance. In every trait rated (Tables 1-5) for FHB resistance, AGS 2060 had lower means for FHB
traits than AGS 2035, except for DON content in Newport and Winnsboro in 2019. The population mean
of the DHs was within the parental limits for most traits except DON and FDK, in Newport, as well as
DON in Winnsboro for 2018 and 2019, where the population mean was higher than both parents. There
were a few outliers with extremely high levels of DON content in each environment.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings of AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH
population at Baton Rouge 2017.
AGS 2060 AGS 2035 Population Population
LSD
Trait
mean
mean
mean
range
Pr > Fa
C.V. (0.10)
DON (PPM) 5.1
14.3
10.1
1.1-33.9
<0.0001 40.6 6.8
FDK %
19.2
36.7
26.1
5-70
<0.0001 37
16.2
Index %
21.5
30.3
27.2
3-80
0.0179 41.1 18.6
Incidence % 68.3
83.3
80
30-100
<0.0001 15.6 20.7
Severity %
31.7
36.7
33.3
10-80
<0.0001 35.7 19.8
FHB (0-9)
6.3
7.2
6.5
1-9
0.0008 21.1 2.1
a

Significant difference among the DH lines based on F test from the ANOVA.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings of AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH
population at Baton Rouge 2018.
AGS 2060 AGS 2035 Population Population
LSD
a
Trait
mean
mean
mean
range
Pr > F
C.V. (0.10)
DON (PPM) 10.5
15.4
11.3
2.6-51.5
<0.0001
36.4 8.1
FDK %
19.2
43.3
33.7
5-70
<0.0001
21.9 14.6
Index %
18
42.8
28.9
3-80
<0.0001
26.2 15.1
Incidence % 56.7
82.8
74.9
20-100
<0.0001
11.4 16.8
Severity %
31.7
46.7
37.5
10-80
<0.0001
22.7 18.5
FHB (0-9)
4.5
8.5
6.9
2-9
<0.0001
13.6 1.4
a

Significant difference among the DH lines based on F test from the ANOVA.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings of AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH
population at Winnsboro 2018.
AGS 2060 AGS 2035 Population Population
LSD
a
Trait
mean
mean
mean
range
Pr > F
C.V. (0.10)
DON (ppm) 9.1
10.6
11.4
1.0-54.2
<0.0001 40.8
9.2
FDK %
15.8
39.2
30.1
5-65
<0.0001 20.4
12.1
Index %
13.3
38.3
26.8
8-54
<0.0001 36.4
14.9
Incidence % 48.3
84.1
68.5
30-90
<0.0001 16.8
17.7
Severity %
26.7
45
38.6
20-60
<0.0001 27.5
17.9
FHB (0-9)
4.8
8.1
6.8
3-9
<0.0001 16.8
1.5
a

Significant difference among the DH lines based on F test from the ANOVA.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings of AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH
population at Winnsboro 2019.
AGS 2060 AGS 2035 Population Population
LSD
a
Trait
mean
mean
mean
range
Pr > F
C.V. (0.10)
DON (ppm) 8.2
6.2
12.6
0.76-77.0 <0.0001 49.7 10.3
FDK %
41.7
60.8
55.9
25-85
<0.0001 15.5 14.3
Index %
18.5
24
23.6
6-81
<0.0001 24.9 9.8
Incidence % 61.7
71.7
67.7
30-100
<0.0001 10.9 12.3
Severity %
30.0
35.0
34.1
20-90
<0.0001 17.5 10.1
FHB (0-9)
6
7.2
6.7
3-9
<0.0001 9.6
1.1
a

Significant difference among the DH mapping population based on F test from the ANOVA.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings of AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH
population at Newport, 2018.
AGS 2060
AGS 2035
Trait
mean
mean
Population mean Population range
DON (ppm) 18.4
15.6
27.0
4.5-70.1
FDK %
30
40
43.8
15-80
Index %
31.7
45
35.1
5-100
There were significant differences among lines in the population for every FHB trait rated
across all locations and years, suggesting true segregation of the DH population for FHB resistance
across different environments (Tables 1-5). The population mean for DON was relatively stable
across environments in Louisiana ranging from 10.1 to 11.4 ppm; however, in Arkansas the
population mean for DON was much higher at 27 ppm. All 3 ratings of FHB traits obtained from
the trial in Arkansas are higher than the mean ratings from Louisiana trials. Coefficients of
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variation (CV) were higher for DON content than for other traits, but still within reasonable ranges
for field trials.
Pearson’s correlation test was conducted for each environment to examine the relationship
between each FHB rating. FHB can cause discoloration or bleaching in the head which could be
confused with plant senescence. Therefore, days to heading or relative maturity were included in
each test to evaluate if ratings were being skewed by maturity differences.
Table 6. Pearson correlation coefficients between FHB rating and days to heading
in AGS2060 x AGS2035 DH population from data collected in Baton Rouge 2017.
Days to
Heading
Incidence Severity
Index FHB 0-9
FDK
0.197
Incidence
(<.0001)
0.028
0.286
Severity
(0.567)
(<.0001)
0.089
0.557
0.941
Index
(0.078)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
0.236
0.802
0.602
0.756
FHB 0-9
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
-0.238
0.099
0.336
0.324
0.252
FDK
(<.0001)
(0.049)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (<.0001)
-0.170
0.135
0.369
0.345
0.237
0.592
DON
(0.001)
(0.008)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (<.0001) (<.0001)
Values in parenthesis indicate significance of correlation coefficients.

Table 7. Pearson correlation coefficients between FHB rating and days to heading
in AGS2060 x AGS2035 DH population from data collected in Baton Rouge 2018.
Days to
heading
Incidence Severity
Index FHB 0-9 FDK
-0.018
Incidence
(0.722)
0.282
0.488
Severity
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
0.182
0.709
0.949
Index
(0.0003)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
0.218
0.848
0.723
0.827
FHB 0-9
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
Table cont’d
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FDK
DON

Days to
heading
-0.107
(0.033)
-0.014
(0.780)

Incidence
0.548
(<.0001)
0.429
(<.0001)

Severity
0.465
(<.0001)
0.519
(<.0001)

Index
0.563
(<.0001)
0.570
(<.0001)

FHB 0-9
0.530
(<.0001)
0.464
(<.0001)

FDK

0.643
(<.0001
)

Values in parenthesis indicate significance of correlation coefficients.

Table 8. Pearson correlation coefficients between FHB rating and relative maturity
in AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH population from data collected in Winnsboro 2018.
Rel Mat
Incidence Severity
Index
FHB 0-9
FDK
Incidence -0.132
(-0.063)
Severity
0.234
0.511
(-0.001)
(<.0001)
Index
0.084
0.8
0.913
(-0.239)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
FHB 0-9
-0.056
0.928
0.632
0.838
(-0.432)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
(<.0001)
FDK
0.078
0.581
0.513
0.622
0.626
(-0.269)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
DON
0.372
0.426
0.503
0.537
0.518
0.733
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (<.0001)
Values in parenthesis indicate significance of correlation coefficients.

Table 9. Pearson correlation coefficients between FHB rating and relative maturity in
AGS 2060 x AGS 2035 DH population from data collected in Winnsboro 2019.
Rel Mat
Incidence
Severity
Index
FHB 0-9
FDK
Incidence
0.185
-0.0003
Severity
0.249
0.532
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
Index
0.249
0.795
0.923
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
FHB 0-9
0.235
0.876
0.659
0.802
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
FDK
0.496
0.439
0.039
0.458
0.44
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
DON
0.697
0.233
0.307
0.319
0.241
0.53175
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (<.0001)
Values in parenthesis indicate significance of correlation coefficients.
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Table 10. Pearson correlation coefficients between FHB
rating and days to heading in AGS 2060 x AGS 2035
DH population from data collected in Newport 2018.
Days to
Index
FDK
heading
Days to heading -0.288
(<.0001)
FDK
0.409
-0.155
(<.0001)
0.028
DON
0.038
0.306
0.547
-0.0595
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
Values in parenthesis indicate significance of correlation coefficients.
Correlations presented in tables 6-10 show that FDK ratings were consistently closely
correlated to DON in every environment. In Winnsboro 2019, relative maturity was most closely
correlated (0.697) with DON. Correlation coefficients between DON and FDK were significant
and ranged from 0.531 to 0.733. Relative maturity or heading days did not show consistently high
correlations with FHB rating, except in Winnsboro 2019 where relative maturity was the most
closely correlated trait with FDK with a coefficient of 0.496. On the other hand, days to heading
showed significant positive correlation with DON, except in Baton Rouge where the correlation
was negative (Tables 7 and 8).
DON content seems to be normally distributed in each location except a few outliers
containing very high levels of DON (Fig. 1). This indicates that DON is a quantitative trait which
leads to a normal distribution curve unlike traits controlled by major genes that segregate into
distinct classes. In each location, the highest number of lines had low DON in the range of 5-10
ppm except for Newport, Arkansas where the highest number of lines (32) were in the range of
25-30 ppm.
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Figure 1. Phenotypic distribution of DON concentration for field trials in Baton Rouge, LA during
2017 and 2018; Winnsboro, LA during 2018 and 2019; and Newport, AR during 2018. Parental
and population means are marked by arrows. 2060, 2035 and DH represent mean values for AGS
2060, AGS 2035, and DH population, respectively.
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2.3.2. Linkage and QTL mapping
FDK and DON were selected for QTL analysis, as these traits are considered the most
important as more accurate phenotypes as well as FDK being the most closely correlated with
DON. Of the 81,578 SNP markers in the 90K SNP chip used, only 2,149 markers were selected
for downstream analysis after filtering out SNPs with no polymorphism, <5% minor allele
frequencies and >50% missing data. Linkage mapping produced contained 21 linkage groups, one
for each chromosome in wheat. The linkage map covered 6,979 cM of the wheat genome with an
overall average of 3.2 cM between markers. Each linkage group had between 9 and 378 markers
(Appendix A).
A total of 16 combinations of ratings for DON and FDK including locations (Winnsboro,
Baton Rouge, Newport), location averages, years (2017, 2018, 2019), and overall averages,
hereinafter referred to as models, were evaluated for QTL analysis. A total of 15 QTLs distributed
over 13 chromosomes were found to have a significant effect FDK and/or DON in the DH mapping
population with a LOD value of 2.51 to as high as 10.87 (Table 11). There are two QTLs on
chromosomes 5A, 5B, and 6A, and one QTL each on chromosome 1A, 1B, 1D, 2A, 2B 4B, 4D,
6B, and 7B. The percentage of phenotypic variation explained for a trait in a specific environment
was highest (7.41%) for the QTL on chromosome 2A for DON in Winnsboro.
Out of the 15 QTLs, 4 had a significant effect on both DON and FDK, 6 QTLs had a
significant effect only on DON and 5 had a significant effect only on FDK (Table 11). Most QTLs
were detected in multiple locations or years, and only 4 QTLs were detected in just one
environment or condition. Fourteen QTLs were detected only in Winnsboro 2019 while only 3, 4,
4, and 5 QTLs were detected in Baton Rouge 2017, Winnsboro 2018, Newport 2018, and Baton
Rouge 2018, respectively.
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Table 11. QTLs associated with resistance to DON and/or FDK under different test environments
in Louisiana and Arkansas.
Trait
DON

QTL name
QFdon.LSU
-1A
QFdon.LSU
-1D
QFdon.LSU
-5A

Environment
WN 2019
BR 2018
WN 2018
WN Average
WN 2019

QFdon.LSU
-5B

WN 2019
BR 2018

QFdon.LSU
-6A

WN 2018
BR 2017
WN 2019

QFdon.LSU
-7B

NP 2018
WN 2019

FDK

QFfdk.LSU
-4D
QFfdk.LSU
-5A

BR 2018
WN 2019
NP 2018

QFfdk.LSU
-5B
QFfdk.LSU
-6A

WN 2019
BR 2018
WN 2018

QFfdk.LSU
-6B

WN Average
Overall
Average
NP 2018

Flanking Markers
Tdurum_29915_167 wsnp_c24686_33942264
Excalibur_c53900_86 Ra_c3045_2659
Ra_c10762_1137 BS00023008_51
Ra_c10762_1137 BS00023008_51
Ra_c10762_1137 BS00023008_51
BS00079166_51 CAP11_c7700_247
BS00079166_51 IACX4548
BS00022938_51 CAP7_rep_c5315_221
GENE-4142_630 wsnp_JD_c3441_4455541
Kukri_c21296_217 wsnp_CAP11_c1137_6650
BS00023166_51 RAC875_c7251_656
Kukri_rep_c79716_729 Tdurum_contig47854_142

Position cM
(Mbp)
138.20
(58.9 - 66.8)
91.10
(419.7 - 420.6)
118.78
(8.1 - 8.2)
119.29
(8.1 - 8.2)
119.29
(8.1 - 8.2)
279.31
(7.7 - 682.1)
290.21
(7.7 - 279.1)
285.51
(11.5 - 12.8)
292.51
(20.7 - 24.8)
300.31
(27.8 - 542.2)
123.39
(604.1 - 701.2)
127.39
(162.7 - 718.5)

Kukri_c4210_240 BS00047797_51
BS00062907_51 Tdurum_contig11173_79
wsnp_Ex_rep_101757_87
Tdurum_contig48766_257
Ex_c23426_1546 BS00022773_51
wsnp_JD_c26552_2186 RAC875_c76675_372
wsnp_JD_c26552_2186 RAC875_c76675_372
BS00029434_51 BobWhite_c344_125
BS00029434_51 BobWhite_c344_125
BobWhite_c344_125
BS00055174_51

0.2
(455.2 – 456.1)
233.11
(33.1 – 35.2)
242.11
(438.2 – 445.2)
204.70
(27.8 - 40.8)
135.10
(603.1 – 610.2)
135.49
(603.1 – 610.2)
167.50
(3.9 - 4.5)
167.61
(3.9 - 4.5)
171.70
(3.9 – 6.0)

table cont’d
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LOD
5.69

PVE
1.15

Add
12.48

3.76

0.57

5.45

2.73

3.73

6.08

3.80

5.89

7.06

10.80

1.22

14.07

7.44

1.2

-12.2

3.82

0.61

-6.06

2.78

3.27

-3.69

2.55

1.81

-3.65

6.47

1.05

9.73

3.16

3..45

8.09

8.99

1.09

10.83

2.89

5.03

-8.65

2.63

0.56

5.14

3.7

7.06

-9.47

2.5

1.31

-7.93

3.10

4.49

8.21

3.16

5.84

6.36

2.51

1.98

5.21

2.56

4.94

4.50

2.86

1.48

4.99

Trait
DON
and
FDK

QTL name
QFd&f.LSU
-1B

QFd&f.LSU
-2A

QFd&f.LSU
-2B

QFd&f.LSU
-7A

Environment
WN 2019
(FDK)
WN Average
(FDK)
WN 2019
(DON)
WN 2019
(DON)
WN Average
(DON)
NP 2018
(DON)
Overall
(DON)
WN 2019
(FDK)
BR 2017
(FDK)
BR 2017
(DON)
WN 2019
(DON)
BR 2018
(DON)
WN 2018
(DON)
WN 2019
(FDK)
WN 2019
(DON)

Flanking Markers
Excalibur_c21451_352 BS00064162_51
Excalibur_c21451_352 BS00064162_51
BS00064162_51Kukri_c9752_794
BS00067792_51BS00023052_51
BS00067792_51BS00023052_51
BS00067792_51BS00023052_51
BS00067792_51 BS00023052_51
BS00067792_51BS00023052_51
RAC875_c35399_497 BobWhite_c15453_678
RAC875_c35399_497 BobWhite_c15453_679
RAC875_c17720_436 wsnp_Ex_c30_66389
BS00052668_51 BS00069019_51
BS00069019_51 BS00022284_51
BS00082055_51 wsnp_CAP11_rep_c4346
BS00082055_51 wsnp_CAP11_rep_c4346

Position cM
(Mbp)
236.91
(540.8 – 601)
237.00
(540.8 – 601)
238.11
(581.2 – 601)
173.30
(3.1 – 319)
173.40
(3.1 – 319)
173.40
(3.1 – 319)
173.40
(3.1 – 319)
173.50
(3.1 – 319)
153.30
(740.8 – 747.6)
153.30
(740.8 – 747.6)
163.80
(47.1 – 157.7)
128.50
(227.1 - 730.8)
129.20
(730.8 – 734.2)
132.70
(4.1 – 709.1)
133.10
(4.1 – 709.1)

LOD
6.02

PVE
2.07

Add
-10.2

3.20

4.22

-7.42

3.75

1.08

-9.27

9.80

1.15

7.33

7.41

11.28
-6.02

3.45

4.02

-8.89

3.30

4.12

-3.80

2.73

1.78

-9.83

4.29

3.18

9.29

3.44

1.57

3.39

5.71

0.91

-9.84

2.78

0.49

4.75

2.92

2.50

-4.58

2.99

1.81

-9.50

3.17

0.77

-7.97

QFd&f.LSU-2A on chromosome 2A was considered the most consistent QTL, was detected
in 5 different models and was the only QTL for overall DON average. The QTL for all 5 models
were genetically within 0.2 cM of each other. It was also one of the 4 QTLs that accounted for low
FDK and DON. The QTL was significant with the second highest LOD value (9.8) and the highest
PVE (7.41%). QFd&f.LSU-1B on chromosome 1B was another important detection QTL for both
FDK and DON detected for all models within 1.5 cM of each other. The highest LOD value for
this QTL reached at 6.02 and the highest PVE was 4.22%.
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The QTL on chromosome 7A (QFd&f.LSU-7A) was also consistently expressed in 4
models, mapped within 5 cM of each other. It was detected in 2 locations and 2 years for both
DON and FDK.
Two QTLs, 110 cM apart, were detected on Chromosome 5A. The QTL QFfdk.LSU-5A
for resistance to FDK had the second highest PVE at 7.06%. The other QTL on, QFdon.LSU-5A
for DON was detected in 3 models, and all were within a distance of 1 cM. This QTL recorded the
highest LOD (10.87) in Winnsboro 2019.
The QTL on chromosome 5B (QFfdk.LSU-5B) is one of the minor QTLs detected in the
DH population with low LOD (2.5) and PVE (1.31%). It was only detected once in Winnsboro
2019 for resistance only to FDK. The QTL QFfdk.LSU-4D on chromosome 4D was also only
detected once and had a low LOD value of 2.89 but a PVE of 5.03%. On chromosome 1A, the
QTL QFdon.LSU-1A provided resistance only to DON at a low PVE of 1.15% but a high LOD
value of 5.69.
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Figure 2. Linkage maps of wheat chromosomes showing QTLs detected for DON and/or FDK. Marker intervals in cM are on the left of
the chromosome while marker names are on the right. LOD graph are to the right of the linkage groups with colored lines indicating
each trait evaluated in the analysis.
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2.3.3. Discussion
Disease ratings
Ratings or measurements expressed on a continuous scale, for example DON content, are
indicative of quantitative traits, controlled by multiple genes that influence FHB traits.
Quantitative resistance reduces the severity of a disease by slowing the development of an
epidemic without preventing them completely. Host resistance to a disease can be attributed to
effects on latent period, infection efficiency, spore production/pressure, and other epidemiological
factors (Geiger and Heum, 1989).
Results of disease rating and QTL analysis confirm that FHB resistance is a quantitative
trait governed by the synergistic expression of several genes with an effect on the trait. This was
apparent from the FHB ratings that did not segregate into distinct classes as would be expected
with major genes. According to Young (1996) most complex traits, including resistance traits, do
not fit to simple Mendelian ratios because they are controlled by multiple loci. A few DH lines
had high levels of resistance. Only one line (LA12016DHA-79) averaged less than 6 ppm DON
across all environments, an amount unfit for human consumption. However, these were under
inoculated conditions with extreme disease pressure. Over half the lines averaged over 13.5 ppm
DON across all environments, an amount unfit for animal feed. This could be explained by neither
parent having known major QTLs and high levels of FHB resistance.
Coefficients of variation for DON were, unexpectedly, the highest of all traits measured,
ranging between 36.4 and 49.7. Line LA12016DHB-8, for example, had a DON content of 5.3
ppm in Baton Rouge 2018 and 70.1 ppm in Newport, Arkansas. DON content and FDK were the
most closely and consistently correlated traits with highly significant coefficients of correlations
(Pr=<0.0001) in every environment, which reached as high as 0.733 in Winnsboro 2018. This
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agrees with a previous study where the correlation coefficient between FDK and DON was
significantly high (0.819; Pr=0.001) (Mesterhazy, 2002).
The average DON content across all environments for AGS 2060 was 8.8 ppm while the
mean for AGS 2035 was slightly higher at 9.1 ppm. AGS 2060 had lower DON content except in
Winnsboro 2019 and Newport, Arkansas. The largest difference between the parents and progeny
was in Newport, Arkansas where AGS had 18.4 ppm and AGS 2035 had 15.6 ppm while the
progeny mean was 27.0 ppm. This could be due to different species or populations of Fusarium in
Arkansas, weather patterns and/or variation in the heading date. The DH population means for
DON were intermediate to slightly higher than the means of parents, except for Newport, Arkansas
where the population mean (27 ppm) was much higher than that of either parent.
QTL Mapping
QTL mapping is considered a highly effective approach for studying genetics of plant
disease resistance and other complex traits (Young, 1996). The location and effect of valuable
disease resistance loci can be determined through QTL mapping. QTL mapping is considered an
initial step to developing trait-specific diagnostic markers, which can be used in breeding programs
for selection and advancement of lines. QTL mapping also provides an opportunity for QTLassisted breeding for complex disease resistance traits and positional cloning of partial resistance
genes. Therefore, the success of QTL mapping or marker-assisted selection in breeding depends
on adequate phenotypic screening and sufficient number of markers for use in the analysis (Cooper
et al., 2009).
The level of marker polymorphism detected in the DH population was somewhat low at
16.25 (5,044 out of 81,578). Marker polymorphism in wheat is reportedly lower than in other
major crops, for example SSR marker polymorphism in corn (51.8%) and soybean (50.7%) is high
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(Sa et al., 2012; Singh, et al., 2010) compared to wheat (37.5%) (Cregan, 2012). Low genetic
polymorphism in wheat can be attributed to the finding that the worldwide gene pool of cultivated
wheat is derived from a small number of interspecific hybrids (Lubbers et al., 1991). The level of
polymorphism between AGS 2060 and AGS 2035 is lower than is commonly reported for wheat.
This may be attributable to the fact that both varieties are soft red winter wheat lines developed
for the south-eastern U.S. and regional breeding programs have a high germplasm interchange
leading to lines possibly sharing common ancestors in their pedigree.
Some of the QTLs identified in this mapping population co-localized with known QTLs
reported for FHB resistance in different populations. Giancaspro et al. (2016) identified a QTL on
chromosome 2A that explained 12% phenotypic variation for resistance to both FHB incidence
and severity in a population derived from the cross between resistant Chinese breeding line and a
durum susceptible cultivar. RAC875_rep_c78744_228 (IWB63138) the closest marker to this
QTL, at 31,957,675 – 31,957,775 bp on chromosome 2A is physically located between the SNP
markers BS00023052_51 and BS00067792_51(3,111,127 - 319,045,668), the two markers
flanking the major QTL for both FDK and DON found in the DH population of this study in several
environments. This QTL is an important, well studied source of resistance and is known to be colocalized with WAK2 and WheatPME1, two genes physically mapped on the same region of the
short arm of chromosome 2A (Giancaspro et al., 2016). PME affects the degree of cell wall methylesterification and is suggested to be responsive to Fusarium infection. Pectin content and methylesterification in grasses have largely been associated with plant resistance to pathogens. WAKs
(wall associated receptor kinase) proteins allow plant cells to respond to their external environment
due to an extracellular region associated to the pectin fraction of cell wall. Gadaleta et al. (2019)
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described an interactive model between WAK2 and PME1 and Fusarium infection response in
durum wheat.
The QTL QFfdk.LSU-5A on chromosome 5A, found in the present study, is flanked by the
markers wsnp_Ex_rep_c101757_87065169 and Tdurum_contig11173_79. Blast analysis of these
marker sequences against wheat genome place the markers to position 35.3 and 438.3 Mbp
respectively. Qfhs.ifa-5A is a major QTL on chromosome 5A for FHB resistance that
predominantly provides type 1 resistance by preventing fungal entry (Buerstmayr et al., 2017).
The markers, barc186 and wmc805, flanking the QTL are 1.6 cM apart from each other and
physically located at 46.6 and 364.4 Mbp, respectively (Steiner et al., 2019), which are within the
physical range of the QTL QFfdk.LSU-5A identified in the present study. This suggests the QTL
QFfdk.LSU-5A is co-localized with Qfhs.ifa-5A and are most likely the same. However, the QTL
QFdon.LSU-5A identified in this study exclusively for DON with the highest LOD (10.87) did not
co-localize with any published QTLs and, therefore, could provide a new source of resistance.
The gene Fhb3 for FHB resistance resides in the distal region of the short arm of
chromosome 7A. The most commonly used marker to detect the presence of Fhb3 is BE585744 at
233.3 Mbp, developed by the USDA central small grain genotyping lab (Qi et al., 2008). The QTL
QFd&f.LSU-7A on chromosome 7A, detected in the present study with DH population for
resistance to both DON and FDK, is flanked by the markers BS00052668_51 and
BS00069019_51, which are positioned at 227.1 and 730.8 Mbp, respectively. This suggested that
the QFd&f.LSU-7A could be Fhb3, which needs to be confirmed by fine resolution mapping of
the QTL.
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Several wheat lines including ‘Seri 82’, ‘Fundulea 201R’, ‘Alondra’, and ‘Lynx’ have been
detected to carry FHB resistance QTL in the T1BL.1RS translocation region of chromosome 1B.
The QTL discovered in variety ‘Seri 82” is closely linked to Xgwm153 marker (Mardi et al., 2005).
Blast-searching of the marker sequence places it at 628,826,245 – 628,826,264 bp of chromosome
1B. The closest flanking marker to QTL QFd&f.LSU-1B detected in AGS 2060 in the present
study was BS00064162_51 with the physical location 601,007,290 – 601,007,313 bp in
chromosome 1B. The physical proximity between the markers suggested that both QTLs are
possibly the same.
According to the meta-QTL study by Buerstmayr et al. (2009), almost the entire length of
chromosome 2B is covered by QTL intervals for FHB resistance. The QTL QFd&f.LSU-2B
detected for both DON and FDK in Baton Rouge and Winnsboro in this study is most likely the
same QTL identified by Gilsinger et al. (2005). The closest marker to QFd&f.LSU-2B is physically
located 740,802,332- 740,802,353 on chromosome 2B and is in physical proximity to the marker
Xwmc149 closest to the QTL at 779,109,515-779,109,536 bp detected by Gilsinger.
Bourdoncle and Ohm (2003) used recombinant inbred lines and discovered a QTL for
resistance to FHB severity on chromosome 5B which explained 7.1% of the overall phenotypic
variation. The closest SSR marker to this QTL is xbarc59, which physically located between the
SNP markers BS00079166_51 and CAP11_c7700_247 that flank the QTL QFdon.LSU-5B
detected in chromosome 5B in the DH mapping population of this study, suggesting they are the
same QTL.
Two QTLs, QFdon.LSU-6A for DON and QFfdk.LSU-6A for FDK resistance, were
detected over 150 cM apart in chromosome 6A. One QTL has been identified in chromosome 6A
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in two studies (Schmolke et al. 2005; Buerstmayr et al. 2009). The marker Wbarc107 linked to the
QTL identified by Schmolke et al. (2005) is physically located at 495,108,347- 495,108,372 bp.
The markers Kukri_c21296_217 and wsnp_CAP11_c1137_665073 flanking QFdon.LSU-6A are
located at 27,781,165 and 542,232,102, respectively. This suggests that the QTL identified by
Schmolke et al., (2005) is within the large QTL interval identified in the present study. However,
QFfdk.LSU-6A identified in two locations in this study was not found to be co-localized with any
published QTL and thus could be considered a new source of resistance to FHB.
Chromosome 6B contains Fhb2, one of the most reproducible resistance genes for FHB
(Buerstmayr et al., 2009). It is flanked by the SSR marker gwm644 which is physically placed at
217,955,423-217,955,440 bp. Genomic regions for FHB resistance overlapping Fhb2 have been
detected in the background of ‘Sumai 3’ and ‘Blackbird’ (Buerstmayr et al., 2009). The QTL
identified in Sumai 3, which explains up to 4.9% of the phenotypic variation, was identified in an
experiment conducted by Anderson et al. (2001). Another QTL on chromosome 6B, explaining
9.2% of the variation, was flanked by the SSR marker xbarc101, which is physically (216,038,675216,038,696 bp) very close to gwm644 flanking Fhb2. The QTL QFfdk.LSU-6B that was detected
in the present study’s DH population is flanked by the SNP markers BobWhite_c344_125
(3,870,206 bp) and BS00029434_51 (4,518,534 bp), around 200 Mbp away from Fhb2 and its
overlapping QTLs. This suggested that QFfdk.LSU-6B is different and a new QTL not previously
identified. This QTL provided resistance to FDK over several environments and was the only one
identified when FDK was averaged over all environments, suggesting its stable expression across
different environments. Positive additive effect values indicated that the favorable allele comes
from the susceptible variety AGS 2035. This QTL provided resistance in Newport Arkansas, where
AGS 2035 showed lower levels of DON than AGS 2060.
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The findings in this study indicate that multiple QTLs with individual minor effects are the
responsible sources of resistance to FHB in wheat variety AGS 2060. The results also demonstrate
that the susceptible variety AGS 2035 contributes some alleles for resistance. This is in agreement
with results from a recent study conducted in China by Cai et al. (2016), where the authors
concluded that multiple minor effect QTLs were responsible for FHB resistance in wheat landrace
Haiyanzhong and that two QTLs were derived from the susceptible variety Wheaton.

2.4. Conclusions
•

Resistance to FHB in wheat is a complex quantitative trait, controlled by many genes with
minor individual effects.

•

AGS 2060 contains several previously identified QTLs. Some of the QTLs, such as
QFd&f.LSU-2A and QFd&f.LSU-7A provide broad spectrum resistance to both DON and
FDK over several environments and could prove to be valuable sources of resistance.

•

Although AGS 2035 is susceptible, it does provide some sources of resistance under certain
environments with lines more resistant than AGS 2060 in field trials conducted in Newport,
Arkansas.

•

The QTLs identified in the study accounted for part of the total phenotypic variation for
FHB resistance. The results imply that there are additional QTLs in AGS 2060 and AGS
2035, which can also be mapped with new markers closing the linkage map gaps, especially
in the D genome where few polymorphic markers were detected.

•

Winnsboro 2019 was considered to be the most diverse location where 11 of the QTLs
were detected.
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•

Three of the consistently expressed QTLs identified in the study QFdon.LSU-5A,
QFfdk.LSU-6A, and QFfdk.LSU-6B could potentially be newly identified sources of
resistance to FHB in soft red winter wheat.

•

Markers in linkage disequilibrium with the major effect QTLs need to be validated in
different test populations for their use in marker assisted selection for FHB resistance.
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Chapter III. Evaluation of the Effect of Fhb1 on FHB Resistance in a Soft Red
Winter Wheat Population from Louisiana
3.1. Introduction
Fusarium head blight (FHB), is a serious disease of wheat and other grasses. It can be
caused by a range of species of Fusarium, however Fusarium graminearum (teleomorph
Gibberella zeae) is the most common in the U.S. and many other countries and is even considered
cosmopolitan in its distribution (Wang et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013). Other commonly found
species are F. culmorum and F. avenaceum (teleomorph Gibberella avenaceae), which appear to
predominate depending on the climatic conditions (Buerstmayr et al., 2009). FHB can be caused
by sixteen known Fusarium species found around the world which conform the currently known
Fusarium graminearum species complex (FGSC) or clade (Gale, et al., 2011; Sarver et al., 2011).
Fusarium is considered to be a genetically diverse genus, however there is little gene flow between
these lineages (Turkington, et al., 2014).
Fusarium louisianense is the most recently discovered species within the FGSC with two
isolates obtained in Jefferson Davis Parish, Louisiana (Sarver et al., in 2011). Mycotoxin analysis
demonstrated that both isolates produced nivalenol, a less commonly found trichothecene
chemotype than deoxynivalenol (DON). Compared to F. graminearum, which is the most
important FHB species in North America and most parts of the world (O’Donnell et al. 2000),
Fusarium louisianense does not pose a significant threat to wheat production in the rest of the
country (Sarver et al., 2011). However, since nivalenol has been reported as considerably more
toxic to humans and some animals than DON (Minervini et al., 2004), resistant varieties need to
be developed in the event this population becomes prevalent. Another survey conducted across the
southern U.S. revealed existence of a new F. graminearum population in Louisiana, which was
named the southern Louisiana population as it was almost exclusively found in the southern rice
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growing region of Louisiana (Gale, et al., 2011). Isolates (93.6%) belonging to the southern
Louisiana population were mostly of the nivalenol chemotype (Gale, et al., 2011). The presence
of distinct species, populations, and chemotypes of Fusarium along with the climatic conditions
creates a challenge for wheat production in Louisiana. Thus, breeding efforts should be undertaken
to evaluate sources of FHB resistance and develop resistant cultivars adapted to the regional
conditions.
Fhb1 is widely considered to be the most important quantitative trait locus (QTL) for
genetic resistance to FHB (Jin, et al., 2013). Fhb1 was identified in the Chinese cultivar Sumai 3,
which was derived from the cross between two moderately susceptible parents, ‘Funo’ and
‘Taiwanxiaomai’ (Niwa et al., 2012). It provides moderately high levels of broad-spectrum
resistance against various isolates and species of Fusarium, including F. graminearum across
diverse genetic backgrounds and environments (Anderson, et al., 2011). Fhb1 provides type I and
II resistance with a large effect on resistance to fungal spread within the spike (Rawat et al., 2016).
It may also confer resistance to toxin accumulation.
Despite the resistance provided by Fhb1, a relatively low number of U.S. winter wheat
varieties carry the QTL mainly due to the undesirable traits such as tall plant height, lodging, and
low grain yield associated with Chinese lines containing Fhb1 (Cuthbert et al. 2006). Field and
greenhouse evaluations were performed in the Mid-West using conidial inocula of F. graminearum
of field isolates from Kansas to evaluate the effect of Fhb1 on FHB resistance in U.S. winter wheat
backgrounds (Jin et al., 2013). Results from the test confirmed that the Fhb1 resistance allele had
a stable effect on reducing FHB severity both in greenhouse and field conditions.
Fhb1 has not been widely used in the southern U.S., and Fhb1 containing cultivars have
only recently been released in the region. As a result, there is little data on the evaluation of the
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effect of Fhb1 on FHB in the southern U.S. or Louisiana in soft red winter breeding lines. There
is some evidence that Fhb1 works better in a Rht1 (Rht-B1b) background than in a Rht2 (Rht-D1b)
background, the former common in Midwestern wheat varieties and the latter in southern wheat
varieties. The objective of this study was to determine the effect of Fhb1 in a soft red winter wheat
background on Fusarium isolates in Louisiana.

3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Screening Population
A population derived from the soft red winter wheat breeding line LA13045D was used in
this study. LA13045D was developed by the LSU AgCenter Wheat and Oat breeding program as
recombinant inbreed lines (RIL) derived from the cross GA041293-11LE37/MD08-26-H2-7-1221. The RIL population (F4:5 generation) was planted in Ben Hur Research Farm in Baton Rouge,
LA as 86 head-rows adjacent to a misted and inoculated FHB screening nursery. The variety
MD08-26-H2-7-12-21, developed by the Small Grain Breeding program of the University of
Maryland, is known to have Fhb1 (and Fhb2DL, Fhb5AN) while GA041293-11LE37, developed
by the Wheat Breeding program of the University of Georgia, does not carry known FHB
resistance QTLs.

3.2.2. Disease Screening
To evaluate the effect of the Fhb1 allele on resistance to Fusarium isolates from Louisiana
in a soft red winter wheat background, field trials were conducted over two years on two research
stations in the state. In the 2018 growing season the RIL (F4:5 generation) population was grown
as 86 single-row head-rows in Ben Hur Research Farm in Baton Rouge, LA. Each row measured
approximately 100 cm with 38 cm spacing between the rows. Plots were planted using a Hege®
90 magazine planter system with a GPS (Trimble® RTK system) guided tractor using autosteer to
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maintain row spacing. The head-rows were planted in closed proximity to an inoculated, misted
FHB nursery and were observed to show a wide range of FHB severity. At maturity, each row
was bulk harvested for evaluation and to provide seed for generation advancement.
Part of the seed collected from the 2018 trials was rated for FDK and submitted for DON
analysis. The remaining seed was used for planting trials in the 2019 growing season. Fields trials
in 2019 were conducted at the Macon Ridge Research Station in Winnsboro, LA. Eighty six lines
of the RILs (F4:6 generation) were grown as two-row plots in a randomized complete block design
(RCBD) with two replications in a misted and inoculated FHB nursery as well as in yield plots,
which were inoculated but not irrigated. Each row measured approximately 100 cm with 25 cm
spacing between the rows. Yield plots of 5.5 x 1.5 meters were planted with a Hege plot planter
using 50 grams of seed per plot of the RILs and the two parents in RCBD with two replications.
To ensure uniform disease pressure, the lines were inoculated in early March (early flag
leaf, Feeke’s 7 – 8) with Fusarium-infected corn kernels, which were evenly spread across the
nursery. Sterilized corn kernels were inoculated with isolates collected from locally grown wheat
infected with FHB providing the best substrate for Fusarium ascospore production (Blandino et
al., 2006). A moist environment with frequent precipitation or heavy dew is the most favorable
condition for fungal development (Osborne et al. (2007). Therefore, a sprinkler irrigation system
was installed to mist the nursery during four intervals of 15 minutes each nightly from flag leaf
through mid-dough stages to promote optimal fungal growth during disease development stages.

3.2.3. Disease Evaluation and Yield Trial
Field ratings for disease reaction were recorded for the rows planted adjacent to the
inoculated nursery in 2018 and from the rows in the disease nursery in 2019. Evaluation included
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disease severity, incidence, disease index, 0-9 rating, and relative maturity. Each line in the
Winnsboro nursery was rated for resistance on May 2nd, 2019, during mid grain-fill stage when
disease symptoms were clearly visible on the susceptible plants, approximately 14 days after
anthesis. Ratings in Baton Rouge were taken over a three week period, depending on the disease
symptom development, about 14 days after heading for each line. After the head-rows reached
maturity and were sufficiently dry, each two-row plot was individually harvested with rice knives.
The harvested plots were then threshed in a Vogel thresher with minimal air flow to reduce loss of
shriveled and scabby kernels. Seed was then screened to remove chaff and visually rated for the
percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK). A standard set of FDK dilution samples was
used to calibrate visual estimates of FDK percent.
Data recorded on the yield plots included test weight (TWT), yield (kg/ha), DON, FDK,
relative maturity, and seed quality. Yield plots were harvested using a Wintersteiger® Classic
small plot combine on May 21, 2019 with an automated weigh system that recorded TWT, grain
moisture, and yield (kg/plot). Yield data was adjusted to 13% moisture. Relative maturity was
visually rated on the same plots on three separate dates, March 20th, April 2nd, and April 11th, and
then averaged. Seeds harvested using the combine were manually cleaned and rated for FDK
percentage. Combine harvested seed was cleaned with normal air flow and screen during harvest.
After rating, seed samples from both head-rows and yield plot trials were submitted to the USDA
Mycotoxin Diagnostic Laboratory at the University of Minnesota for DON quantification.
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed using SAS ver. 9.2 (SAS Institute,
Inc.) using the general linear model and the allele state for Fhb1 (homozygous for Fhb1,
heterozygous, and homozygous for non Fhb1) as the treatment groups. ANOVA test for 2018 was
not performed as the trial had non replicated head-rows. Variables evaluated for the ANOVA test
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for the 2019 trial with replicated rows in the disease nursery included DON, FDK, disease index,
incidence, severity and the 0-9 FHB rating. Variables evaluated for the yield plot trials included
DON, FDK, yield (kg/ha), and TWT. Separate ANOVA tests were performed for each
environment. Least significant differences (LSD 0.05) were used to determine which treatment
groups or allele states were significantly different from each other for different traits recorded.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were conducted for each trial to determine the
relationship between each FHB ratings, relative maturity, seed quality, and yield components.
Relative maturity was included in each test to evaluate if ratings were being skewed by maturity
differences. Correlation between yield components and FHB ratings were also calculated.

3.2.4. DNA Collection and Marker Analysis
The F4:5 lines were individually planted in a 128-cell Speedling trays (Model Tr128A,
Ruskin, FL) filled with commercial potting mix. Six seed were planted per F4:5 lines and the trays
were watered daily and kept indoor at room temperature under AgroBrite® fluorescent growing
light (16,000 Lumens) to facilitate germination and growth. Leaf tissue (~2 cm) was collected from
all leaf tips ten days after germination, during the two-leaf stage of development, and placed in a
96-deepwell plate (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). To dry and prevent degradation of tissue samples,
the plates were placed inside a sealed plastic container containing Silica gel (Multisorb
Technologies) and dehydrated for three days.
Tissue samples were sent to the USDA-ARS Eastern Wheat Genotyping Lab in Raleigh,
NC for diagnostic marker analysis to determine the presence of Fhb1. Marker analysis was
conducted using a co-dominant SNP marker. TaHRC-KASP assay uses gene specific primers
(Table 12) that capture the deletion polymorphism between the two alleles of the histidine-rich
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calcium-binding protein (TaHRC), the putative gene responsible for FHB resistance. TaHRCKASP was demonstrated to be diagnostic for Fhb1 and superior to all previously used markers in
selection accuracy (Su et al., 2018). The gel-free KASP assay was performed using a fluorescence
reader following the procedure described by Su et al. (2018).
Table 12. Primers for the KASP marker used to discriminate alleles of TaHRC (Su et al., 2018).
Primer name

Primer sequence

TaHRC-KASP-R

GCTCACGTCGTGCAAATGGT

TaHRC-KASP-S

TTGTCTGTTTCGCTGGGATG

TaHRC-KASP-R

CTTCCAGTTTCTGCTGCCAT

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Disease Ratings Analysis
Field evaluations demonstrated that the F4:5 and F4:6 lines from LA13045D were
segregating for FHB resistance across all environments. DON content varied greatly between lines
within each location. There was much lower DON content and FDK ratings in the yield plot trials
than in the head-rows, as would be expected (Tables 13-15). Results obtained from screening the
lines with the TaHRC-KASP marker revealed that 43 were homozygous for Fhb1 resistant allele,
28 were Fhb1 homozygous for susceptible allele (no Fhb1) and 14 were heterozygous. Mean
values of visual FHB ratings and DON content were lowest for lines homozygous for Fhb1
resistant allele and highest for those homozygous for Fhb1 susceptible allele. The mean values for
every FHB rating for the Fhb1 heterozygous lines were always between the means for lines
homozygous for Fhb1 resistant and susceptible alleles (Tables 13-15).
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Average DON concentration for lines homozygous for no Fhb1 in Baton Rouge 2018,
Winnsboro head-rows 2019, and Winnsboro plots in 2019 were 5.2 ppm, 14.9 ppm, and 1.24 ppm,
respectively. Averages for lines homozygous for Fhb1 in the same environments were 2.9 ppm,
7.8 ppm, and 0.36 ppm, respectively. Lines homozygous for Fhb1 had 44% lower DON content
in Baton Rouge, 48% in Winnsboro head-row trials, and 71% in Winnsboro yield plots compared
to lines homozygous for no Fhb1. The lines heterozygous for Fhb1 also showed lower DON
content as compared to lines homozygous for no Fhb1. Heterozygous lines in Baton Rouge 2018,
Winnsboro rows in 2019, and Winnsboro plots in 2019 had DON content of 3.8 ppm, 10.8 ppm,
and 0.77 ppm, respectively. The lines heterozygous for Fhb1 had DON content lowered by an
average of 27% in Baton Rouge, 28% in Winnsboro head-row trials, and 38% in Winnsboro plot
trials than the lines homozygous for no Fhb1. There was no significant difference in average yield
between the homozygous lines with and without Fhb1 while the lines heterozygous for Fhb1 had
significantly lower mean yield, 5% and 6% less than the Fhb1 homozygous and non Fhb1
homozygous lines, respectively. There were no differences in test weight between the Fhb1 groups
(Table 14). It should be noted that yield and test weight are from the yield plots only and FHB
pressure was low in these plots compared to the misted and inoculated nurseries.
Table 13. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings from head-rows in Winnsboro
2019 in the population from LA13045D segregating for Fhb1.
Population
LSD
Trait
Fhb1 Fhb1-Het No Fhb1 range
Pr > Fa C.V. (0.10)
DON (ppm)
7.8
10.8
14.9
1.4-32.6
<0.0001 45.4 1.7
FDK %
40
51
61
20-90
<0.0001 22.8 3.8
Index %
13.3
17.4
19.8
6-32
<0.0001 32.6 1.8
Incidence % 45.3
55.7
60.2
30-80
<0.0001 20.3 3.6
Severity %
28.5
30.7
32.5
20-50
0.0002 17.7 1.9
FHB (0-9)
4.5
5.7
6.1
3-8
<0.0001 20.3 0.37
a

Significant difference among the lines based on F test from the ANOVA.
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Table 14. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings and yield data from plots in
Winnsboro 2019 from LA13045D segregating for Fhb1.
Population
LSD
a
Trait
Fhb1
Fhb1-Het No Fhb1 range
Pr > F
C.V. (0.10)
DON (ppm)
0.36
0.77
1.24
0.07-4.7
<0.0001 80.6 0.19
FDK %
3.9
7.1
8.3
2-20
<0.0001 40.5 0.82
Yield (kg/ha) 4310.8 4102.3
4344.4
2696.7-5696.2 0.1389 12.8 2.8
TWT
56.5
56.6
56.4
52.5-59.2
0.8273 2.5
0.48
kg/ha, kilograms per hectare; TWT, Test Weight;
a
Significant difference among the lines based on F test from the ANOVA.

Table 15. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings from Baton
Rouge 2018 in the population from LA13045D segregating for Fhb1.
Trait
Fhb1 Fhb1-Het
No Fhb1
Population range
DON (ppm)
2.9
3.8
5.2
0.2-16.8
FDK %
20.7
31.1
35.4
5-70
Index %
11.1
18.1
21.1
1-56
Incidence % 31.8
34.3
37.5
10-80
Severity %
30.7
47.8
49.3
10-70
FHB 0-9 %
4
5.1
5.3
1-9
ANOVA results (Tables 13 and 14) indicated a highly significant difference between allele
states in the misted nursery for every FHB variable as well as in the yield plot trial without the
sprinkler irrigation system. For the head-rows in the misted disease nursery, there was a significant
difference between allele states for every FHB variable. There were highly significant differences
(Pr<0.0001) in DON and FDK between allele states in the yield plot trials. In each location and
for every FHB variable and DON content, lines homozygous for Fhb1 averaged the lowest ratings,
while lines homozygous for no Fhb1 averaged the highest ratings. There were no significant
differences between allele classes for TWT (Pr=0.8273) or yield (Pr=0.1389), but as noted
previously, this was in the absence of significant FHB disease pressure.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot showing distribution of ratings for individual lines within each allele
state for FDK and DON in yield plot trials.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot showing distribution of ratings for individual lines within each allele
state for FDK and DON in the misted disease nursery.
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Figure 5. Scatter plot showing distribution of ratings for individual lines within each allele
state for Yield and DON in yield plot trials.
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Figure 6. Scatter plot showing distribution of ratings for individual lines within each allele
state for TWT and DON in yield plot trials.
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Figure 7. Treatment groups with significantly different means for TWT, FDK, DON and kg/ha,
for non-irrigated yield plot trials in Winnsboro 2019.

Figure 8. Treatment groups with significantly different means for DON, FDK, Index and FHB
rating for misted head-row trials in Winnsboro 2019.
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There were significant differences between each allele group (Figures 7 and 8) for FDK
and DON in both head-row and plot trials in Winnsboro 2019. Group means for DON content in
the Fhb1 homozygous, Fhb1 heterozygous and no Fhb1 groups were 0.36 ppm, 0.77 ppm, and
1.24 ppm, respectively in the plot trials. Group means for DON content in the Fhb1 homozygous,
Fhb1 heterozygous and no Fhb1 groups was 7.8 ppm, 10.8 ppm, and 14.9 ppm respectively in the
head-row nursery. This demonstrates that each Fhb1 allele contributes to FHB resistance and
behaves as an incomplete dominant trait. However, there were no significant differences for yield
in the plot trials (Figure 7). There were no significant differences in TWT between lines
homozygous for Fhb1 and those homozygous for no Fhb1, but both were significantly higher than
the heterozygous lines (Figure 7).
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Figure 9. FHB ratings for head-row trials in Baton Rouge, 2018.
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Figure 10. FHB ratings for misted head-row trials in Winnsboro, 2019. Means with same letters are not
significantly different for each trait.
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Figure 11. Yield component data from non-misted plot trials in Winnsboro, 2019. Means with same
letters are not significantly different for each trait.

FDK was highly predictive of DON content, with correlation coefficients between 0.915
(Pr<0.0001) and 0.723 (Pr<0.0001) (Tables 16-18). FDK and DON were also negatively correlated
with TWT (Table 17), which indicates that lines with higher FDK and DON had, as expected,
lower test weights. DON content was significantly negatively correlated with yield (-0.269,
Pr=0.00004), indicating that lines with higher DON generally had lower grain yield (Table 17).
Table 16. Pearson correlation coefficient between FHB ratings and relative maturity
from Winnsboro 2019 head-row trials in the population from LA13045D segregating
for Fhb1.
Rel Mat
Incidence Severity
Index
FHB 0-9
FDK
Incidence -0.249
(0.001)
-0.069
0.585
Severity
(0.370)
(<.0001)
-0.179
0.910
0.850
Index
(0.019)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
-0.211
0.964
0.633
0.909
FHB 0-9
(0.006)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
0.083
0.608
0.452
0.611
0.619
FDK
(0.281)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
0.190
0.321
0.267
0.332
0.341
0.723
DON
(<.0001) (<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (<.0001)
Values in parentheses indicate significance of correlation coefficients.
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Table 17. Pearson correlation coefficient between FHB ratings, yield
components, relative maturity and seed quality for yield plot trials
from Winnsboro 2019 in the population from LA13045D segregating
for Fhb1.
Yield
TWT
FDK
Rel Mat
DON
0.264
TWT
(-0.005)
-0.112
-0.281
FDK
(-0.147)
(-0.0002)
0.025
-0.041
Rel Mat 0.414
(<.0001)
(-0.743)
(-0.596)
-0.269
-0.421
0.745
-0.095
DON
(-0.0004)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (-0.221)
0.315
0.404
-0.396
0.155
-0.478
SQL
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001) (-0.043)
(<.0001)
Values in parentheses indicate significance of correlation coefficients.

Table 18. Pearson correlation coefficient between FHB rating and relative
maturity from Baton Rouge 2018 head-row trial in the population from
LA13045D segregating for Fhb1.
Incidence
Severity
Index
FHB 0-9
FDK
Severity
0.685
(<.0001)
Index
0.890
0.898
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
FHB 0-9
0.905
0.875
0.929
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
FDK
0.831
0.846
0.916
0.922
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
(<.0001)
DON
0.759
0.794
0.869
0.849
0.915
(<.0001)
(<.0001) (<.0001)
(<.0001)
(<.0001)
Values in parentheses indicate significance of correlation coefficients.

Three individual ANOVA where also conducted with data collected from plot trials to test
lines within each allele state (homozygous for Fhb1, heterozygous, homozygous for no Fhb1).
Yield, TWT, DON, and FDK were analyzed to determine if there were significant differences
between lines within each of the allele states for the traits of interest. There were significant
differences for yield and TWT between lines for every allele state. There were significant
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differences in the lines homozygous for Fhb1 for every trait analyzed (Table 19). Lines within the
heterozygous and homozygous for no Fhb1 groups were not significantly different for FDK. There
were significant differences between lines for DON content in lines homozygous for no Fhb1 but
not in the heterozygous group (Tables 20-21).

Table 19. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings and yield data from
lines homozygous for Fhb1 from LA13045D plots in Winnsboro 2019.
Trait
Group Mean Group range Pr > Fa C.V. LSD (0.10)
Yield (kg/ha) 64.03
3133-5622
0.0013 11.17 8.87
TWT
56.52
52.9-59
<0.0001 2.19 1.06
FDK %
3.93
2-10
0.0093 40.96 2.21
DON (ppm)
0.35
0.07-1.1
<0.0001 63.05 0.25
a

Significant difference among the lines based on F test from the ANOVA.

Table 20. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings and yield data from
lines heterozygous for Fhb1 from LA13045D plots in Winnsboro 2019.
Trait
Group Mean Group range Pr > Fa
C.V. LSD (0.10)
Yield (kg/ha) 60.99
3140-5064
0.0004
13.79 7.29
TWT
56.63
54.6-58.8
0.0267
1.23 2.93
FDK %
7.1
3-10
0.5637
26.35 3.45
DON (ppm)
0.77
0.2-1.6
0.7845
47.72 0.69
a

Significant difference among the lines based on F test from the ANOVA.

Table 21. Descriptive statistics for FHB resistance ratings and yield data from
lines homozygous for no Fhb1 from LA13045D plots in Winnsboro 2019.
Trait
Group Mean Group range Pr > Fa C.V.
LSD (0.10)
Yield (kg/ha) 64.67
2697-5696
<0.0001 14.79 8.13
TWT
56.44
52.5-59.2
<0.0001 3.12
1.31
FDK %
8.34
5-20
0.2193 41.37 5.38
DON (ppm)
1.24
0.2-4.7
0.0093 77.26 1.18
a

Significant difference among the lines based on F test from the ANOVA.

3.3.2. Discussion
The Fhb1 resistance gene is known to have a significant effect on type II resistance to FHB
that reduces fungal spread within the spike (Jin et al., 2013). Fhb1 provides moderately high levels
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of genetic resistance and provides broad spectrum resistance against various isolates and species
of Fusarium across diverse genetic backgrounds and environments (Rawat et al., 2016). Although
there are many reported sources of resistance to FHB worldwide, Fhb1 has shown the largest effect
on type II resistance in several genetic backgrounds and environments. Therefore, Fhb1 is
expected to provide some level of resistance to Fusarium isolates in Louisiana soft red winter
wheat breeding lines. Systematic evaluation of wheat germplasm and Fhb1 gene for FHB
resistance has been reported in China, U.S., and many other countries (Miller et al., 1998;
Buerstmayr et al., 2003; Bai and Shaner, 2004; Zhang et al., 2008; Oliver et al., 2008; Jin et al.,
2013). However, there are few reports of the impact of Fhb1 gene on the yield in the southern
U.S., especially in SRWW breeding line backgrounds.
In field and greenhouse experiments conducted by Jin et al. (2013), a total of 363 winter
wheat accessions or lines (SWW and HWW) were screened for FHB resistance in Kansas. Only
19 out of 363 were confirmed to carry Fhb1. Few elite wheat breeding lines and varieties carry
Fhb1 mostly because of the several undesirable agronomic traits associated with Sumai3 and its
Chinese derivatives, the sources of Fhb1. However, efforts were conducted to transfer Fhb1 into
four U.S. winter wheat backgrounds (Wesley, Trego, Harding, and Clark) using marker-assisted
backcrossing (Jin et al., 2013). Of the 19 lines carrying Fhb1, 16 were near isogenic lines (NILS)
derived from the four backcrosses used to transfer Fhb1 to U.S. winter wheat backgrounds. The
NILs carrying Fhb1 showed significantly reduced levels of percent symptomatic spikelets (PSS)
compared to their recurrent parents lacking Fhb1 in both greenhouse and field experiments. All
showed high levels of resistance except for a single NIL from Trego and Clark and two from
Harding. The other 3 Fhb1 positive lines from the trials, INW0411, P02444A1-23-9, and
P03112A1-7-14, displayed a high level of FHB resistance in both greenhouse and field
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experiments. The mean PSS for the 19 wheat accessions with Fhb1 in greenhouse experiments
was 29.8% while most of the ascensions (75%) were considered moderately susceptible with PSS
over 45%. The mean PSS for the accessions with Fhb1 in field experiments was 25.1%. Results
from these experiments show that Fhb1 can significantly improve FHB resistance in several
genetic backgrounds and has a stable effect on reducing FHB severity both in greenhouse and field
conditions.
Results from the present experiment conducted in Louisiana with SRWW lines agree with
previously discussed results from the experiment conducted in Kansas with HWW and SWW. In
this experiment, the differences in FHB resistance between the lines was due to the segregation of
the Fhb1 resistance gene. Those RILs with Fhb1 also had consistently better FHB resistance across
environments. Lines homozygous for Fhb1 consistently had lower DON content and FDK ratings
than the lines homozygous for no Fhb1 and heterozygous for Fhb1. There was, however, no
significant yield or TWT increase in lines with Fhb1 in a non-misted and low-disease environment.
This is probably due to the low levels of FHB in the plot trials. Average DON content in the plot
trials was 0.72 ppm, while for the misted and inoculated nursery in the same location and year, the
average DON was 10.66 ppm. The levels of FHB infection in the plot trials were not high enough
to impact yield components. However, there was a highly significant negative (-0.269; Pr=0.0004)
correlation between DON and yield, indicating that an increase in DON causes a significant
decrease in yield (Table 17). There seemed to be no yield drag of Fhb1 in the absence of disease
pressure. Entries in the top tenth percentile for lowest DON content (all homozygous for Fhb1)
averaged a yield of 4,372.66 kg/ha while the entries in the top tenth percentile for highest DON
content averaged 3,833.98 kg/ha (Appendix B-C). This is a 14% yield increase for the lines with
the lower DON content compared to the lines with the higher DON content. The overall mean for
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DON content and yield for the plot trials was 0.72 ppm and 4,283.89 kg/ha, respectively, meaning
lines in the top tenth percentile for lower DON content yielded 2% more than the population mean.
Lines in the top tenth percentile for lower DON in the misted nursery averaged 4,304.07 kg/ha in
yield plots while the lines in the top tenth percentile for higher DON in the misted nursery averaged
4246.91 kg/ha, a 1.3% yield increase for the lines with the lower DON content. Therefore, Fhb1
is expected to have a positive impact on yield in conditions favorable for FHB infection and
development where loss caused by the disease is greater, and it should not negatively impact yield
in the absence of FHB.
There were significant differences for yield and TWT between lines in the 3 allele states
(Tables 19-21). The two homozygous allele groups showed significant differences between lines
for DON. This indicates that there is potential for selection and genetic gain for disease resistance
and yield increase in different allele states, specifically lines homozygous for Fhb1. Future
experiments need to evaluate Fhb1 effect on yield in plots with a misted irrigation system where
FHB epidemics are more severe. It would also be very informative to derive homozygous lines for
each allele state from the heterozygous group and use that to compare the performance of near
isogenic lines with and without Fhb1.
Results also showed that Fhb1 as the only source of resistance may not be enough to
provide low levels of DON in environments optimal for FHB development. Out of a total 43 lines
homozygous for Fhb1, 26 lines had DON contents over 10 ppm, a level unacceptable for most
uses. The RILs in this study are also expected to be segregating for Fhb2DL and Fhb5AN QTLs.
It would be informative to test markers for these QTLs to evaluate the interaction of the three
QTLs. According to the limits by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the level of DON
allowed in animal feed, the threshold for swine is 5 ppm while 10 ppm is for ruminants, poultry
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and all other animals (Martinez-Espinoza et al., 2016). Although Fhb1 provides broad spectrum
resistance to several Fusarium species, it should be pyramided with more resistance genes to
develop wheat varieties with consistently high levels of broad-spectrum resistance. Avoidance of
overreliance on one or a few resistance genes also helps prevent pathogen races or species from
overcoming the specific sources of resistance. Therefore, Fhb1 along with other known or new
QTLs could provide valuable sources of broad spectrum resistance in SRWW lines to Fusarium
populations in cases of severe FHB epidemics.

3.4. Conclusions
•

The lines with Fhb1 in a homozygous allele state had significantly lower levels of DON,
FDK, disease incidence, severity, and index than the lines with no Fhb1 and the lines
heterozygous for Fhb1 in the replicated, misted head-row nursery.

•

In the non-sprinkler irrigated plot trials, the lines with Fhb1 in a homozygous allele state
had a significant effect on DON and FDK compared to the lines with no Fhb1. However,
Fhb1 did not have a significant effect on yield and TWT.

•

The non-significance of Fhb1 allele state with yield components is probably due to the lack
of the sprinkler irrigation system in plot trial that did not result enough FHB infection to
significantly affect the yield.

•

Fhb1 provides incomplete dominance because the heterozygotes were observed to perform
unlike either parent. Data for the heterozygote lines were in-between the ratings for either
parent.
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Appendix. Supplemental Material
Appendix A. Marker data used for linkage map development
Chromosome Marker # Coverage (cM) Avg. distance/marker
1A
116
332.47
2.87
1B
149
283.2
1.90
1D
57
226.46
3.97
2A
121
397.88
3.29
2B
378
517.24
1.37
2D
84
304.09
3.62
3A
93
256.81
2.76
3B
127
244.68
1.93
3D
9
270.25
30.03
4A
68
352.26
5.18
4B
103
461.69
4.48
4D
18
193.73
10.76
5A
99
352.05
3.56
5B
163
329.58
2.02
5D
19
182.41
9.60
6A
144
323.5
2.25
6B
115
336.54
2.93
6D
33
445.67
13.51
7A
117
361.96
3.09
7B
113
329.21
2.91
7D
23
477.85
20.78
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Appendix B. Entries in the top tenth percentile
of highest DON content in plot trials.

Appendix C. Entries in the top tenth percentile
of lowest DON content in plot trials.

Line

Allele

Line

Allele

LA13045D-154
LA13045D-160
LA13045D-1
LA13045D-75
LA13045D-153
LA13045D-34
LA13045D-116
LA13045D-155
LA13045D-72
LA13045D-153
LA13045D-68

Fhb1 het
Fhb1 het
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1

3278.95
4448.60
4403.36
4369.17
3197.62
4244.57
4473.18
4121.93
4171.28
3841.16
3643.36

1.5
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.8
2.1
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.5
2.5

LA13045D-107
LA13045D-114
LA13045D-147
LA13045D-148
LA13045D-26
LA13045D-82
LA13045D-107
LA13045D-125
LA13045D-26
LA13045D-66
LA13045D-114

Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1

4013.27
3785.41
3873.97
4177.42
3370.71
3946.61
4398.02
4137.95
3709.6
4305.15
4099.51

0.07
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.13

LA13045D-75
LA13045D-43
LA13045D-118
LA13045D-78
LA13045D-43
Mean

No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1
No Fhb1

3774.94
2956.27
3964.94
3760.80
2690.66
3833.98

2.7
3
3.1
4.2
4.7
2.5

LA13045D-85
LA13045D-147
LA13045D-151
LA13045D-162
LA13045D-37
Mean

Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1
Fhb1

4548.17
4072.53
4076.38
4578.63
3665.41
4372.66

0.14
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.12

KG/HA

DON
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